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Techniques have been developed to analyze global data sets of atmospheric 
constituents and to evaluate mission sampling strategies using these global 
data sets. Mathematical formulations and computer programs were developed 
to reduce and model global data fields and to perform statistical analyses 
of resul ts. 
The grouping scheme used to reduce data into a global grid network is shown 
and data storage methods are discussed. Procedures for modeling these data 
with spherical harmonic functions and empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) 
are detailed mathematically and numerical computer solutions are developed. 
Eigenanalysis techniques in conjunction with these EOF models are illustrated 
for reducing the dimensionality of large data sets. 
The seemingly ever-present "missing data" problem is examined using the 
sample autocorrelation function. A linear regression technique is demon-
strated which generates a "corrected ll ozone satell ite data set based on 
Dobson spectrophotometer (land based) measurements. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Defining the temporal and spatial variability of atmospheric constituents 
requires a sampling strategy and sensing technique that is consistent with 
the nature of the species being studied. Measurements of the global ozone 
field have been made for years from the ground l , from aircraft and balloons2, 
and more recently from satellites 3 • This information can be examined to deter-
mine something about the statistical nature of these data and, generally, 
the types of sampling schemes that should be considered. 
The objective of this sampling study is to evaluate various sampling 
schemes which are based on the current understanding of the global ozone 
field and on other mission related constraints. To accomplish this, repre-
sentative data must be acquired and reduced into a usable form. A model of 
the global ozone field must be developed. Computer simulated missions can 
be generated by "measuring" the global ozone field as represented by this 
model as viewed by selected sampling schemes. How well these sampling 
missions "recover" the model is determined by statistical analysis techniques 
which serve in the mission evaluation process. 
This report addresses itself not so much to the overall sampling 
evaluation problem but to the techniques that have been thus far developed 
and utilized toward that end, especially in the areas of preliminary data 
manipulation and reduction, model development, computer simulations of 
sampling missions, and the associated statistical analysis techniques used 
throughout the work. 
Appendix A shows the primary computer programs mentioned during the 
discuss ion •. 
II. PRELIMINARY DATA ANALYSIS - DATA MANIPULATION AND REDUCTION 
Global ozone data utilized in this study are primarily from 
the Backscattered Ultraviolet (BUV) experiment aboard the Nimbus 4 satellite. 
These data have been received from the National Space Science Data Center in 
the form of IBM unformatted binary magnetic tapes. To some lesser extent 
ozone measurements from Dobson spectrophotometers are used. These 
data will be mentioned later in this report. This section is concerned 
with the BUV data. Particular items discussed include: 
1. Conversion of the data tapes from IBM internal format to NOS-CDC 
internal format 
2. Preliminary data analysis 
3. Data grouping 
(a) Global grid system 
(b) Statistical analysis 
(c) Data retrieval technique 
2 
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1. IBM Format to CDC Format Conversion 
The BUV ozone data used for this study have been received on magnetic tape 
written in IBM internal format. In order to generate a NOS compatible set 
of data tapes the 32 bit IBM words must be unpacked into 60 bit CDC words, 
and the IBM internal format must be converted to CDC internal format. 
A computer program (BUVCOP2) was written to accomplish this task. This 
program has successfully generated a set of NOS tapes containing global 
ozone data from April 10, 1970 through May 6, 1977. Table B-1 shows the 
tim~ coverages and designations of the various magnetic tapes involved 
in this process. Appendix B discusses the data tape structure and the 
IBM to NOS-CDC internal format conversion in more detail. 
2. Preliminary Data Analysis 
Once a set of usable data tapes have been acquired, they must ,be carefully 
reviewed to ensure that their general format and content are consistent with 
the user's understanding and that there are no apparent problems with the 
data. A computer program (BUV3) has been written to look for particular 
problems associated with the data. These include: 
1. Out of sequence (OOS) data - data that are chronologically out of 
order. 
2. Out of range (OaR) data - a data record containing a latitude or 
longitude value out of its realistic range (-90° > latitude> 90°, 
0° > longitude> 360°), or a measured observable whose value is 
inconsistent with accompanying user information. 
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3. Inconsistent local time (ILT) data - since Nimbus 4 is in a 
Sun-synchronous orbit, the satellite should cross the equator at 
approximately the same local solar time each orbit. This is the 
case for both the ascending and descending portions of the orbit. 
However. only the ascending portion of the orbit is of concern here 
since the descending por,tion of the orbit is on the dark side of 
the Earth and the BUV experiment only works in the sunlight. Local 
solar times can readily be calculated by the expression, 
t = t + '+'/15° e g Y , 
where te is the local time, tg is the Greenwich mean solar time 
(GMT) of the observation, and 4> is the longitude of the clbservation 
\ 
measured eastward from the prime meridian (PM). The analysis program 
calculates te for observations within 5° of the equator and compares 
them to the known local crossing time, t k• If the difference 
te - tk is less than some predetermined acceptable 6t, agreement 
in the two is assumed to be good. Due to orbital considerations 
tk may change slightly as a function of time over several years. 
4. Repetitive data - two or more data records that occurred at either 
the same time or same position (the latter being consecutive measure-
ments) but that differ in the values of other parameters. 
5. Duplicate data - a data record or records that exactly duplicates 
another data record. 
6. Reversed ground track - a series of data records that show the 
satellite ground track moving the wrong direction latitudinally. 
Such problems need to be identified and, where practical, eliminated. If 
known or suspected problem areas remain, one must be mindful of their poten-
tial impact in further analyses. 
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Tablel is representative of the information one may expect from the BUV3 
analysis program. This particular analysis table is for the third set of 
BUV data (BUV III). Items such as the number of files. number of records 
(observations), and mission duration give information useful for future 
analyses as well as confirming the data tapes' general structure and content. 
The diagnostics such as the quantity and nature of abnormal ozone values, 
help in determining what, if any, data editing must be performed. For 
example, an observation near the equator whose calculated local time, t e , 
. disagrees with the known local time, t k, significantly could mean that 
either the GMT or longitude are incorrect. However, if several observations 
near the equator for a given orbit show disagreement, the entire orbit is 
suspect and requires more careful scrutiny. Appendix C describes a linear 
3pproximation for calculating local time as a function of latitude that is 
used between ±60° for this purpose. 
3. Data Grouping Scheme 
The most recent set of BUV data tapes covers the period from April 10, 1970 
through May 6. 1977 and contains 1,034,456 total ozone observations. There 
are 20 parameters associated with each observation as described in Table 8-2. 
This amounts to 20,689,120 computer words of data that are contained on these 
tapes. In order to work with such large quantities of data they must be 
grouped in a mana~eable form and stored in such a way as to be easily re-
trievable. 
It was decided to group the data according to a global grid system each 
element of which would be 5° in latitude by 15° in longitude. This arrange-
ment lends itself nicely to the format of a data array dimensioned 36 x 24 
where there are 36 rows representing the 5° latitudinal zones and 24 columns 
representing the 15° longitudinal sectors. This global grid system is illu-





(e/5°) +1, for. 0° s e < 90° 
(e/5°) + 19, for -90° < e < 0° 




As the data are being grouped into this grid, it is convenient to compile 
a set of elementary statistics describing the data's behavior. Useful 
quantities that can be readily calculated for a given time period include: 
1. Sampling distribution 
2. Data means 
3. Data variances. 
The basis for this analysis is the grid format described. Each obervation 
is placed in a grid block based on its latitude (e) and longitude (~w) 
according to equations (1) and (2). The global sampling distribution can 
readily be determined by counting the accumulation of observations into each 
block (i,j). The zonal data distribution is found by summing this result 
over j (1 s j s 24) for each individual zone (l sis 36). 
For each grid block the mean ozone value, the mean position of observations, 
and the mean time of observations are calculated as shown below: 
k .. lJ 
X •• = 1: dJk .. 
lJ R.=1 ~ lJ 
(3) 
where the dR. represent the R.th data record of either latitude, longitude, 
time, or ozone value contained in block (i,j); kij is the number of 
observations contained in block (i,j); and X;j is the block mean for 
whichever of the above quantities is represented by dR.. 
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Zonal means are calculated by 
or 
. where 
24 kij 24 
Xi = L (L d). / L k .. , j=l 9.,=1 9., J j=l 1 J 
24 
Xl' = LX.. k .. / h. , j=l lJ lJ 1 
24 
L j=l k. '. lJ 
Associated variance calculations follow from 
Then the variance of the data contributing to the 
2 1 [ki j 2 2 ] 





gri d block lrean becomes 
( 8) 
and the variance of the data contributing to the zonal mean becomes 
(9 ) 
The subscripts on 0 2 show the number of ozone observations in the sample 
being considered. 
Finally, a IIdata mean ll and variance are calculated which include all available 
data from the global grid. The data mean is 
36 24 kij 36 24 
X = L L (L d) .. / L L k .. , 







M = I: I: k ..• 
i=l j=l lJ (12 ) 
This IIdata mean ll , X, is not referred to as a global mean since the spatial 
distribution of the BUV data is non-uniform and, therefore, X is necessarily 
area biased. In addition, these data do not provide global coverage due to 
orbit and sensor design. In fact, BUV annual coverage extends only from 
approximately 80° south latitude to 80° north latitude. Otherwise, the 
extent to which the global grid is filled depends on the length of the time 
interval being considered and upon the actual portion of the BUV mission 
being examined. The latter is due to the fact that the data density per unit 
time decreases in the later years of the mission. 
The variance of the data contributing to the data mean is 
[ 
36 24 ki j 2 2 ] 
I: I: (I: d R, ) •• - MX • 
i = 1 j = 1 R.= 1 1 J 
(l3) 
The computer program OZSTAT2 was written to perform these analysis tasks. 
Graphics capabilities included in the OZSTAT2 program provide for each case 
a plot of the zonal means with ±lax. error bars, a scatter diagram of the 
1 
ozone distrib~tion as a function of latitude, and histograms of the data 
sampling distribution as a function of latitude or longitude. Examples of 
the graphics output are shown in Figures 2 through 4. A listing of this 
computer program and accompanying subroutines is included in Appendix I. 
A means of storing and accessing these reduced data for specified time 
intervals is required. Typical time periods examined in this study include 
seasonal (90 days), monthly (30 days), weekly (7 days), and, less frequently, 
daily intervals. It was, therefore, decided to store this information on a 
daily basis in such a way that data for larger time intervals can conveniently 
be generated by accumulating the appropriate daily values. 
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Specific quantities that must be accessible on a daily basis per grid 
block are. 
1. Sampling Distribution 
2. Ozone Mean 
3. Average Latitude of Observations 
4. Average Longitude of Obfoervations 
5. Average Time of Observations 
6-9. Variances Associated with Items 2-5 above. 
Rather than storing these specific nine pieces of information per grid block, 
it was decided to save the sums and the sums of the squares of the ozone, 
time, latitudinal, and longitudinal values along with the sampling distri-
bution from which the required means and variances are readily calculable by 
(14 ) 
and 
I X -(I X· ) /k .. [ 2 2] ij ij£ ij ij£ . 1J (15 ) 
where xt is the mean, 0
2 is the associated variance, I x is the sum, 
xt ij ij£ 
and I x2 is the sum of the squares of the 2.th quantity for grid block (i,j). 
ij ij£ 
The tIs signify the following: 
2. = 1 Ozone, 
2. = 2 Time, 
2. = 3 Latitude l 
2. = 4 Longitude. 
The number of samples per block (i,j) is kij • 
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It was further decided to store this information on a mass storage random 
access (MSRA) file, primarily because this approach minimizes the computer 
storage problem inherent with these large data sets and also because of 
the convenience associated with utilizing the MSRA file for this kind of 
storage and retrieval process. A set of subroutines have been designed to 
access this MSRA file returning to the calling program a data array in the 
form of the standard 36 x 24 global grid system containing one of the nine 
quantities mentioned above for a given day or collection of days. These 
subroutines can be easily incorporated into computer programs requiring 
these grided ozone data without drastically affecting the program's storage 
requirement. Details concerning the MSRA file, its creation and its access 
are contained in Appendix D. 
The preliminary data analysis concepts discussed above are beneficial for 
the following reasons: 
1. Setting up a standard grid network as outlined establishes 
a basis for data analysis and lends itself nicely to making 
preliminary statistical calculations. 
2. The preliminary statistical analysis shows how the data 
distribution varies as a function of latitude and longitude 
which helps in the development of mission sampling strategies. 
3. Large data sets become more easily manageable when described 
by a global grid network which can be put into the form of a 
data array in the computer and saved on MSRA files. 
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III. STATISTICAL MODELING AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
An essential part of this mission sampling study is the development of models 
which describe the variability of the global ozone field and the statistical 
analysis techniques which can be used to evaluate these models and the sampl-
ing schemes that they represent. The model primarily used in this work has 
been the Spherical Harmonic model, though the modeling of data with Empirical 
Orthogonal Functions has also been investigated and used to some extent 
throughout the effort. These models and certain statistical analysis 
techniques have been incorporated into computer programs which will be 
di scussed. 
Cases arise where it is desirable to have a completely filled global grid 
system. The BUV data does not provide this required global coverage. A 
computer program has been prepared to handle this missing data problem using 
either a Spherical Hannonic model or a "mode'" based on autocorrelation 
functions. The data fill problem is discussed later in this section. 
4. Spherical Harmonic Model - Parameter Estimation and Evaluation 
The form of the spherical harmonic model chosen for this study is, 
M M 
( ) _ e' 0 y 8.,4>. - E E [A Y (e.,4>.) + D Y (e.,4>.)] + E. 
1 1 m= 0 n=m mn mn 1 1 mn mn 1 1 1 
where 
Y~n(8'4» = cos(m4» F~nP~(COS8), 












( 1 g) 
p~{cose) are the associated Legendre functions of degree n and order m, 
and Amn and 0mn are the coefficients associated with the functions Y~n{e,~) 
and yOn{e,~), respectively. FS is the Adolf Schmidt seminormal-
m mn 
ization constant.4 Ei is the error associated with the ith observation at 
colatitude ei and longitude ~i. 
For a given data set coefficients for a spherical harmonic model of specified 
degree and order are determined by a least squares solution that minimizes the 
sum of the squares of the residuals £T£. 
Equation (16) above can be rewritten as 
N 
y(e.,~.) = L f (e.,~.) b + E· 
1 1 n=l n 1 1 n 1 (20) 
where both the odd and even functions, Y~n(e,~) and Y~n(e,~), are 
included in f(e,~), and, similarly, the coefficients Amn and 0mn are 
included in b. Some care must be exercised in maintaining the proper ordering 
of the terms in equation (20). Note that N in equation (20) is the number 
of coefficients (and therefore the number of functions) contained in the 
model and not the degree of the model. Generally, the order and degree of 
the spherical harmonic models used in this study are equal. If a specified 
model is of order M and degree M, then 
(21) 
Equation (20) can be written in matrix form as 
Y = F B + E. (22) 
The double underline signifies a matrix quantity while a single underline 





must be differentiated with respect to~. This leads to the so-called 
"normal equations ll whi ch can be sol ved such that 
(24 ) 
The estimated coefficients contained in the B vector are unbiased since 
A 6 
B = B. 
Information regarding the sampling can also be gained from equation (24). 
To that end calculate the covariance of ~ as follows. Rewrite equation (24) as 
(25) 
where ~ = (ETE)-lET is a function of sampling position only and is therefore 
A 
treated here as a constant. The covariance matrix for B can be found by 
the law of propagation of errors6 such that 
It is assumed that all components of Yare independent, 
for i f j, 
and have the same variance, 
so that 
2 
,£ovarCO = (J 1 
where 1 is the i denti ty matri x. 
Then equation (26) may be rewritten as 
fovar(~) = § a 2 1 §T 
= [ (E T f) - 1 ,[ T ] [(,[ T [) - 1 £ T ] T (J 2 








Now consider some symmetric matrix~. Since the operations TRANSPOSE(T) 
and invserse (-1) commute 7 , 
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But ~ is also syrrmetric; therefore, 
1, = l:T , (30 ) 
and 
( -l)T -1 1. =~. ( 31) 
As rTr is also a symmetric matrix, by applying equation (31), equation (28-c) 
may be written as 
2 (1 , ( 32) 
A 
where the variances associated with the estimated coefficients bn are the 
corresponding diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, The off-diagonal 
elements are, of course, the covariance terms. In this study (12 has typically 
been set equal to one, so that 
(33) 
This is an important result that statistically describes how well the 
model can be fitted to the sample space being considered. Recall that this 
result is independent of the observation vector y. 
An interesting, if only heuristic, illustration is the case where only one 
sample position is contained in the sampling scheme for a spherical harmonic 
model. Consider the product of the observation matrix F and its transpose 
written as 
~ = ITI = 
P 2 





1: f,' Nf ,. 1 ;=1 
P 
1: fil fi2 . i=l 








; =1 ' 
where P is the number of observations and the function f is the ~ame as 
it was in equation (20). Then 
or 
P 
Sk' = L f k(8.,<j>.) f.(8.,<j>.), J i=l 1 1 J 1 1 
Skj = f k(8 l ,<j>1) f/81'<j>1) + f k(82 ,<j>2) f/8 2,<j>2) + .•. 
+ f k(8p ,<j>p) f/8p '<Pp) • 
The one sample position occurs at 
and 
Equation (36) then becomes 






Now if for some matrix ~ all elements of a row (or column) may be obtained 
from the elements of another row (or column) by multiplication by a constant, 
that is, if Z;j = (constant) Ztj for all j or Zij = (constant) zi£ for 
all i, then det ~ = o. 6 
Also the inverse of a matrix ~ can be calculated element by element accord-
ing to 
15 
cofactor (z .. ) 
( z - 1 ) i j = ---=-de-:"t-r( ~-.)--,J",-l_ 
where det(~) is the determinant of the z matrix. 
It can then be seen from equations (38) and (39) that 
det(~) = 0 , 
hence the covariance matrix 
-1 ~ -+00, 





This result demonstrates the inability of the least squares technique to 
accurately estimate the required coefficients of a model with N functions 
(N > 1) when the sample space consists of only one point. A more general 
comment that may be inferred from this example is that the variance in the 
estimated coefficient vector is a function of the sampling distribution and 
is not necessarily dependent on the number of samplings. 
5. Statistical Analysis of Spherical Harmonic Model 
The data vari ance a ~ of the observations contai ned in the vector Y is 
calculated by 
(41) 
which comes simply from the definition of variance as in equation (7), where 
P is, as above, the number of observations. 
The RMS residual between the measurement and the spherical harmonic model is, 
(42) 
By equation (23), 
RMS = [J, (r - I ~)T(r - I ii)] 1/2 (43) 
16 
A 
where B is the vector of estimated coefficients that minimizes the RMS. 
Equation (43) can be expanded so that 
(44) 
Note the term 
is a scalar. Therefore, 
( 45) 
and 
RMS = ~ Cll- 2.fE.Tl + ~YI ~)]l/2. (46) 
Substitution of equation (24) into the last term of equation (46) leads to 
In this manipulation it must be remembered that 
where! is the identity matrix. 





The RMS2 value above is also known as the error variance, cr;. This is the 




is often used as a criteria to judge the adequacy of the assumed model where 
o ;$ R2 :$ 1 . 
R2 must approach unity for the model to account for the data variability. 
The importance of terms in a given model can be measured by the relative 
power of their coefficients. Of specific interest is the power of the 
coefficients of degree n. This quantity is referred to as the degree 
variance, a~, and is defined as the average square of the spherical 
harmonic solution, Yn(8,~), for degree n,8 or 
(49) 
r t1T da 
8=0 4>=0 
where da is the differential area sin8d8d4>, and 
(50) 
The ye (8,4» and yO (8,4» are spherical harmonic functions 
mn mn . 
as defined in equations (17) and (18). The A and 0 are the coef-mn mn 
ficients associated with ye (8,4» and yO (8,4», respectively. 
mn m~ 1T 21T 
Letting the notation J denote the double lnte~ra1 f f' the 
8,4> 8=0 4>=0 
numerator of equation (49) may be written as 





_ n 2 
11 - r [Amn 
m=O 
f (ye)2 da + 2 A 0 J ye yO da + 
6 ~ .mn mn mn mn mn 
t~ 6,~ 
I (Y~n)2 da]. 
6,~ 
These integrals are evaluated in Appendix E so that 
1 - 4n n [A2 + 2 * 1 - 2n + 1 r "mn °mn °mo]· m=O " 
The denominator of equation (49) is 





= ~. (A2 + 02 * )/(2 1) n ITFO "lim mn 0mo n + , 
or acknowledging the fact that 0mn = 0 for m = 0, 
2_ 1 n 2 2 
on - 2n + 1 r (A + D ) . 




The total power in the model coefficients can be found by summing over the 
M degree variances such that 
M 2 M 1 
Total.Power= r a = r 2n+1 
n=o n n=o 
Also of interest is the integral 
1 = 3 
n 
r (A2 + 02 ). 




13 = ~ [AmnAmR. f Y~nY~2. da + AmnDmR. f Y~nY~R. da + 
m=o s,ep s,~ 
+ DmnAmR. I Y~nY~R. da + DmnDmR. I Y~nY~R. da] • S,ep s,ep ( 56) 
These integrals are also evaluated in Appendix E, so that 
Then the degree covariances, 
I yn(s,ep) YR.(s,ep) da 
(J 2 = ~s..l..' ,J;,.cp _______ _ 
nR. I da ( 57) 
s,cj> 
are zero. 
The contribution of the zonal coefficients to (J~ is easily determined from 
Z 
Pzn = ~ x 100%, ( 58) 
an 
where Pzn is the percentage of the zonal contribution to the degree variance 
at degree n, and where by equation (54-a) for m = 0, 
A2 + 02 on on 
Zn = 2n + 1 (59) 
is the zonal contribution for degree n. 
But 0mn does not exist for m = 0 since by equation (18) ~=o,n(s,cj» = 0, so 
2 
_ Aon 
Zn - 2n + 1 • (60) 
20 
Substituting this result along with 
2 
equation (54-a) into equation (58) gives 
Aon 
P zn = -n----- x 100%, 
1: (A2 + D2 ) 
m=o mn mn 
(61) 
again remembering that Dmn = 0 when m = o. 
This result is useful in determining the relative importance of the zonal 
contribution to the nth degree variance. 
The model statistics discussed above, P
zn ' degree variance, and total power, 
explain the distribution of power in the spherical harmonic model. 
Computer program GLSRAN2 performs the various calculations mentioned thus far 
in this section. Comments concerning the associated Lengendre function recurrence 
relations utilized in GLSRAN2 are given in Appendix F. Specific details con-
cerning file manipulations, calculation methods, and output are elaborated 
on in Appendix G. 
Further statistical analyses are performed utilizing the results of computer 
program GLSRAN2 mentioned above. These are the zonal and global means and 
variances as based on the least squares fit to the spherical harmonic model. 
First, it is desired to derive an expression for the ozone value as a 
function of colatitude only which will serve as an estimate of the zonal 
mean, z(e). To accomplish this the model estimate as given in equation 




z (e) = 
The numerator may be written as 
M M 
1: E FS pm(cose) 





M " 2~ E AonPn(cose) . 
n=o 
Then 
i( e) M " = E AonPn(cose) . 
n=o 
The estimated global mean is found from 
J Y{6,cj» da 
g = 6!~ 
J da 
6,cj> 
The numerator may be written as 
" 
+ Dmnsin(m~)] d~. 
Evaluation of the integration over ~ gives 
The integral over e in equation 
I' p~(cosa) sinada = II 
6=0 x=-l 






using the substitution x = cose and where because of equation (67) there is 
only reason to evaluate the integral for m = o. 
From Appendix E 
x=-1 
22 
then, if R. = 0, 
1 
f Po(X) Pn(x) dx = 2ono' 
X=-l 
Recalling that Po(x) = 1, equation (69) may be written as 
and the numerator of equation (65) becomes 
{ 
4nAoo' for m = n = 0 • 
o , otherwise 
Finally, since f da = 4n, the estimated global mean is 
8,ep 
the variance of which is 
A 






The global mean can also be calculated in terms of area weighted zonal means. 
Another representation of the variance of the global mean can be estimated 
A 
from this result in terms of ~ovar(~) elements. This technique is developed 
below. 
23 
In tenns of zonal means the global mean may be wri tten ,,5 
g = z 
I 
E a· z·/A , , 
i=l 
(73) 
where zi is the estimated mean for the ith zone, the constant weighting 
factor ai is the surface area of the i th zone, and 
I 
A = E ai 
. i=l 
is the global surface area. Equation (73) may be rearranged as 
I 
Agz = E ai z,' , i=l 
and, if the variance is taken of both sides, it becomes 
I 




where I is the number of zones and the zi are to be treated as random variables. 




Var{ E a· z.) , ,
i=l 
I 
Var( Ea. Z. ) , , 
i=l 











E ai i =1 
I 
- 2 
z· - ( E a· z.») ) , 
i=l 1 1 
I 
< z;) )2) -zi - E a· 
i=l 
, 
Zi) 2) , (76) 
(77) 
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Equation (76) may be expanded such that 
or 
I _ 2 2 
Var(. I: ai zi) = < (al ZI) + (a2 Z2) + 1 =1 
1 I 2 2 1-1 1 
Var( I: a· z.) = < I: a· Z. + 2 I: I: aJ. ak ZJ. Zk>. i=l 1] i=l 1 1 j=l k=j+l 
Notice that 
and 
then equation (78) becomes 
I I 2 
Var( I: a. zi) = I: a; Var(z;) 
i=l 1 ;=1 
The left side of equation (75) is 
Equating equations (81) and (82) it is found that 
I 2 1-1 I 
.L ai Var(z;) + 2 L I: 1=1 j=l k=j+1 Va r Cg
z








Var(zi) is the variance of the mean for zone i. The colatitude position of 
zone i is taken to be at 6i so that from equation (64) 
or 
M h 
Var(zi) = Var[ r A Pn(COS61.)] n=o on 
M 
Var(zi) = Var( r P . A ) 
n=o n1 on 
( 84) 
(85) 
where P ni is the nth degree Legendre function evaluated for 6i . Equation 
(85) may be evaluated in an analogous fashion to the technique used in the 
evaluation of equation (75) where Aon is to be treated as the random 
variable. Then equation (85) may be rewritten by comparison with equation 
(83) as 
In order to complete the evaluation of equation (83) Covar(Zj,zk) must be 
written in terms of known quantities. Recall that the covariance is defined 
as 
Covar(x ,y) :: «( x - (x») (y - (y») ) . ( 87) 
Then substituting 
M A 
Z. = r P.A 1 n=o n1 on ( 88) 







Wn = Aon - (Aon )' 
M M 
Covar(zJo,zk) = «( 1: P nJoWn) (1: PnkWn), n=o n=o 
M 
Covar(zJo,zk) = < L 
n=o 




Then s~bstituting equation (92) into equation (91) the required covariance becomes 
(93) 
With the help of a little algebra equation (91) may also be written as 
By equation (90) 
(95) 
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Substituting equations (92) and (95) into equation (94) gives 
M 
= L PnJ'Pnk Var(Aon ) 
n=o 
This is a reassuring result since it reduces to equation (86) for the 
zonal variance when j = k. 
(96) 
computer programs GLOBZON and ZONVAR have been prepared to perform these 
calculations based on the results of the least squares fit to the spherical 
A 
harmonic model, specifically the model IS zonal coefficients, Aon ' and the 
zonal elements of the covariance matrix, Covar(Aon,Ao£)' When the model is 
written in the form of equation (22) these quantities are calculated from 
equations (24) and (33), respectively. 
To summarize these results the mean, zi' for zone i as found by computer 
program GLOBZON is 
M A 
z· = L P.A 1 n=o n1 on 
where M is the degree of the model, P l' is the nth degree Legendre function 
n -
for the colatitude e. at the center of the zone, and A n is the nth degree 10-
zonal coefficient. This result was shown in equation (64) and further 
developed and used in equation (84). 
The global mean, 9, was shown by equation (72) simply to be the first 
spherical harmonic model coefficient, or 
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In order to calculate the global variance, Var(9
z
), the global mean was 
written out in terms of area weighted zonal means as shown in equation (73). 
The global variance was found to be 
I 2 - 1-1 I L a. Var(z.} + 2 L L ajak covarCzj ,zk} i =1 1 1 j=l k=j+l Var(9z} = A2 
as shown in equation (83). A favorable comparison of this result with 
equation (72-b), 
tends to confirm the accuracy of the zonal variance calculation as used in 
the Var(gz} calculation. The zonal variance, Var(zi}, is 
and 
M ~ h 
L (P.P k + P .P k}Covar(A ,A n) £.=n+ 1 nJ £. £.J n on 0 ... ' 
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6. Eigenanalysis - Empirical Orthogonal Functions 
The subject of eigenanalysis may best be introduced by means of a simple, 
if not trivial, illustration. Consider the data shown in the table below. 
Table. Data Set as Viewed in the xl - x2 Coordinate System. 
Observation No. 
i xil xi2 
1 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 3 3 
The data means and covariance matrix can be calculated as 
-xl = 2, 
-x2 = 2, 
and 
(
2 _j~), COVAR ::: "3 







The data variance is the sum of the diagonal terms in the covariance matrix 
or the "trace" of that matrix and is written as 
0
2 
= Tr\~OVAR) = 4/3. (99) 
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Now with the data mean (Xl = x2 = 2) taken to be the origin of a new coordinate 
system with axes ul and u2' the data in the table above are distributed as 
shown in the figure below. 
Figure. The u1 - u2 Coordinate System shows the "mean centered" data 






The origin of this new coordinate system may be thought of as being displaced 
by some mean vector, ~, where 
(100 ) 
Xl and X2 are unit vectors along the xl and x2 axes, respectively. 
Define another coordinate axis such that it is co1inear with the data. Call 
this axis $1' The third coordinate system is completed by placing the coordinate! 
axis $2 through u1 = u2 = 0 and perpendicular to $1 in the direction shown in 
Figure 5. The coordinates of the data in the $1 - $2 coordinate system are 
tabulated be1<M. 
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Table. Coordjnates of Data in $1 - $2 System. 
Observation No. ljIil ljI12 
1 -/2 0 
2 0 0 
3 /2 0 
The covariance matrix for the data as represented in this coordinate frame is 
~OVAR =G :). (101) 
This analysis is of interest since it shows that the data set initially 
represented by two coordinate axes, xl and x2' can be represented, with the 
proper translation and rotation of these axes, by only one axis, wl' as the 
w2 component of all three observations is zero. This result effectively cuts 
in half the- amount of information required to describe this set of data. It 
follows then that the data variance must all be accounted for along the wl 
axis as is shown in equation (101) in accordance with equation (99). Because 
of this, and since the data mean is zero, the variance may be found from the 
mean of the sum of the squares of the ljI1 axis data coordinates, or 
3 
2 = 1" 2 





a = 3 (102-b) 
Also, by equation (101), ljIil and Wi2' i = 1,2,3, are uncorrelated since 
COVAR(ljIl' ljI2) = O. 
Now consider the case where the data set is in the form of a matrix K(MxN). 
K may be thought of as containing M measurements of an observable vector 
dimensioned by N or as N coordinate vectors dimensioned by M. The 
objective is to reduce the number of coordinate vectors required 
to accurately represent X and at the same time to keep account of the 
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data variability explained by this representation. Though more computationally 
involved, this problem is fundamentally the same as the preceding example. That 
is, by the proper selection of another coordinate system, the data may be 
arranged with respect to its coordinate axes so that the data variance is maxi-
mized along a smaller number of its coordinate vectors and so that the various 
coordinate vectors are uncorrelated with each other, i.e., 
COVAR(Wi' Wj) = 0, for i = 1, 2, ... , N 
and i f j. 
To this end the covariance matrix describing the data set must be diagonalized 
(all off diagonal terms are required to be zero). The covariance matrix is 
~OVAR{!) = k !!T!! (103) 
where the U matrix is defined such that 
-
ui j :: xi j - Xj , (104-a) 
and 
_ 1 M 
X·=M(L x .. ) 
J i=l lJ (104-b) 
is the data average for the jth column of X. 
Diagonalizing the covariance matrix defined by equation (103) results in a 
new covariance matrix statistically describing the data in a new coordinate 
system or "eigenspace". This covariance matrix is of the fonn 
Al a . . . a 
a A2 
11 = (105 ) 
0 AN 
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All off-diagonal elements are zero. The diagonal elements of ~ are eigenvalues, 
or characteristic values as they are sometimes called. Associated with each 
eigenvalue is a principal axis, a coordinate axis in eigenspace. Any vector 
~, as defined in equation (106) below, that is parallel to a principal axis 
is called an eigenvector. The eigenvalue equation is 
which may be rewritten as 
[(10VAR) - 1>..J1 = 0 , (107) 
where 1 is the identity matrix. 
It is necessary to find non-trivial solutions for equation (107), that is, 
solutions where 1 ~ O. Since equation (107) is a representation of N homo-
geneous simultaneous equations, it can only be solved if the determinant of 
the coefficients vanishes, or 
110VAR - 11.1 = 0 • (108) 
This is often referred to as the secular equation. Values for the scalar 
constant A which come from the solution of the secular equation are the 
sought eigenvalues. These eigenvalues are arranged in decreasing magnitude 
along the diagonal of ~ in equation (105). 
Once the eigenvalues are known, the associated eigenvectors can be found by 
equation (107). The N eigenvectors that pass through the origin are the 
coordinate axes in the eigenspace coordinate frame. The coordinates of 
the data in eigenspace are given by 
(109) 
where Q is defined by equations (104) and ~ is a square matrix containing 
the N eigenvectors by row. The coordinates of the data in the original 





and the matrix a, containing the N column means of X, is given by 
1 M 
ak · = M ( LX.. ) , J i =1 1 J (110-c) 
for k = 1, 2, ... , M. 
It will now be of interest to return to the earlier illustrative example solv-
ing it from the point of view of an eigenvalue problem as developed above. 
From the data in the table (Data Set as Viewed in the xl - x2 Coordinate System) 
and with equations (97) and (104) the U matrix may be written as, 
(-1 -1) [= 0 O. 
1 1 
( 111) 
This is the IImean centered ll or II zero mean ll data representation as shown in 
the figure above. Then by equation (103) 
~OVAR(!) =(! !), 
3 3 
( 112) 
which is in agreement with equation(97-c). The required eigenvalues can be 
found with a little algebra and equation (108) as follows: 
(! !) -C :) = 0 
3 3 





1 - ). 1 
= 0 . 
1 1 - AI 
The detenninant on the left hand side is readily evaluated giving 
).12 _ 2).1 = 0 . 
The solution of this quadratic equation is 
and 
or, by equation (114), 
and 
Substituting this result into equation (107) yields 
1jJ1l = 1/112 









for the second eigenvalue. Here 1jJij is the component of the i~ eigenvector 
along the uj axis. 
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The eigenvector associated with the first eigenvalue is any vector which has 
equal components along the ul and u2 axes. Then the principal axis can be 
taken as the eigenvector that passes through the origin of the ul - u2 coor-
dinate system, such that the unit vector along this principal axis is 
( 121) 
where el and e2 are unit vectors along the ul and u2 axes, respectively, and 
the 1/1:2 is a normalization constant. 
Similarly, the unit vector along the second principal axis is 
(122) 
Equations (121) and (122) can be combined and represented in matrix form as 
1 
1jJ =( 12 
-= 1 
1 ~). ( 123) 
1:2 12 
Here the matrix 1Ji contains in rows the two eigenvectors that represent the 
principal axes in eigenspace. 
It can quickly be shown that 1Jil and 1Ji2 form an orthonormal set since 
From this result it follows that 
demonstrating that!l and ~ are normalized and that 
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showing that 11 and 12 are orthogonal to each other. 
To digress a bit it is interesting to note that the matrix w in equation (123) 
is, in fact, the transpose of a rotational transformation and can be calcula-
ted by the perhaps more conventional technique illustrated in the figure below. 
Fi gure. Coordinate Axes Rotation 
\ 1. 

















In the figure the primed axes, x' and y', have been rotated as shown through 
an angle e. They can be represented with respect to the original axes as 
x' = x case + y sine (124-a) 
and 
y' = y cose - x sine, (124-b) 
or written in matrix form 












·Now, by equations (109), (111), and (123), the coordinates of the original 
data (Table. Data Set as Viewed in the xl - x2 Coordinate System) in 
eigenspace can be calculated as 
-1 1 1 
fl 12 
£= a a 
1 1 
1 1 12 12 
or 
-fl 0 
£ = 0 0 ( 127) 
12 0 
Th~ original data coordinates can be reconstructed by equations (110) combined 
as 
(128) 
Substituting equations (97), (123), and (127) into equation (128) gives 
[; ;] ] [1 1] -/2 0 --K= + [; ~ -1 : ( 129) 
2 2 -1 -1 
= 2 2 + 0 0 
2 2 1 1 
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(130 ) 
However, as previously stated, the! data matrix should be retrievable by 
utilizing data along only the ~l axis. Equation (129) for only the first 
eigenvector becomes 
(131 ) 
= (2 2) (-1 -1) 2 2 + 0 0 
2 2 1 1 
( 132) 
To calculate individual elements of ! equation (128) may be written as 
N 
x·· = a. + ~ C. k ~kJ· 
1 J J k=l 1 
( 133) 
where the i supscript on II~" has been dropped since the column index, j, 
determines the value of ~, now treated as a vector. 
These eigenanalysis techniques have been used to some extent in the ozone 
sampling study. Empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) have been used in the 
development of a global ozone model. These empirical orthogonal functions 
are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix associated with a set of gridded 
ozone data. The coefficients associated with these functions are the coor-
dinate vectors of the gridded ozone data represented in eigenspace as found 
in the C matrix defined above. 
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This EOF ozone model will be discussed below according to the following four 
development stages. 
1. Establish an appropriate data grid system. 
2. Calculate data base for model. 
3. Develop model. 
4. Test model. 
The EOF model development is based on the assumption that there will be no 
missing data blocks in the grid system. This assumption eliminates from 
consideration polar regions where there is no BUV data coverage. A further 
consideration is whether latitudinal or longitudinal variability is being 
investigated. For latitudinal variability studies data are arranged as shown 
in Figure 6-A. For longitudinal variability studies data are arranged as 
shown in Figure 6-B. The elements of the grids are found from equation (3) 
where the i and j indices are now defined as in Figures 6-A and B. 
Three data arrays constitute the minimum data base requirement for the EOF 
model. One of these arrays contains the eigenvector matrix, another contains 
the matrix of coordinate vectors in eigenspace or the coefficient matrix, and 
the last contains the N column averages of the gridded data (Figures 6-A and 
B). With one set of these three arrays the EOF model can reconstruct the 
original data grid for some" specified time period. Though the EOF model is 
time independent, by supplying eigenvector, coefficient, and column average 
arrays for several time periods a model which is effectively time dependent 
can be formulated. The EOF model data base as generated during this study of 
the BUV-I data consists of one such set of arrays per week for 50 weeks. 
Data base array sets are calculated by computer program EOFA2. In this 
program the column averages are found by equation(104-b), the eigenvectors, !£. , 
defined by equation (107) are computed by subroutine SYMQL 9 , and the coef-
ficient matrix is calculated by equation (lOg). These data base arrays are 
saved and maintained on a MSRA file such that model data is accessible on a 
weekly basis. 
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For purposes of this discussion, it will be assumed that the source data for 
the EOF model is arranged as in Figure 6-A. The fundamental model represent-
ation of an ozone value in grid block (i,j) is 
n 
x. . = a· + L C . k tJikJ· (134 ) 1J J k=l 1 
as shown in equation (133). In equation (134) 
lsnsN 
where n is the number of eigenvalues to be used by the model and 1s determined 
by the percentage of the total variability, P(%), to be explained or accounted 
for. The expression showing the relationship between nand P(%) ;s given below 
as 
P(%) = (135 ) 
where 
( 136) 
Also, as has been demonstrated above (equations 99 and 102), the data variance 




= Tr(~OVAR) = 1 L L C~. 
M j=l i=l 1J (137) 
The model's time dependency is incorporated by the proper selection of the ~ 
vector and the ~ and t matrices from the MSRA file as discussed above. 
The model development thus far makes available only the somewhat limited capa-
bility of calculating discrete ozone values associated with grid block (i,j). 
This capability must be extended so that ozone values for specified positions 
on the Earth's surface, within the geographic boundary limitations of the 
model's data base, can be computed. This would result in a model of the form 
OZONE = X[tjJ(a), C(~), t, P{%)]. (138) 
To this end Fourier series representations are calculated for the required eigen-
vectors and column means as a function of latitude, 8, and for the required coef-
ficients as a function of longitude,~. Appendix H gives a brief development of 
the Fourier series representation that will be utilized below. 
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First consider approximating an eigenvector "curve" composed of discrete values. 
These values are equally spaced along a latitudinal axis and are located at 
latitude zone centers as shown on the bottom scale of Figure 7. The BUV-I data 
modeled by this technique generally has good latitudinal coverage, depending 
on the season, from the latitude zone centered at -77.5° to the zone centered 
at 77.5°. As can be seen from Figure 7 this corresponds to an eigenvector of 
32 discrete components. For the purpose of representing an eigenvector by a 
Fourier series this figure also shows certain transition scales. The "Fictitious 
.Latitude Scale" simply shows the latitudinal data range where zero degrees 
corresponds to the gridded data1s southern extreme. The IIFourier Scale Range ll 
shows the domain of the periodical Fourier functions which will be used to 
represent the eigenvector. 
Notice that the Fourier scale range extends slightly beyond the discrete data 
scale. As far as the Fourier scale is concerned there are 33 pieces of data, 
but due to the periodic nature of the Fourier representation the functional 
value of the first discrete data point must equal the functional value of the 
last, or 
(139 ) 
Then over the Fourier scale range there are 32 intervals between the equally 
spaced data so that 
Fourier Scale Range _ 360° _ ° . 
No. of Intervals over Scale -~ - 11.25 /lnterva1. ( 140) 
Both latitude scales contain 31 intervals so that the length of either latitude 
scale in terms of the Fourier scale is 
11.25°/interva1 x 31 intervals = 348.75°. 
Let K1 be the conversion factor from the fictitious latitude to the Fourier 
scale such that 
2.25 . (141 ) 
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Also let e be the actual latitude value, e2 be the fictitious latitude value, 
el be the Fourier scale value, and de be the discrete data point number includ-






This expression shows the relationship between the actual latitude, 8, and 
the corresponding Fourier angle, 82. 
The relationship between de and e2 may be written as 
e2 = K2( de - 1), 
where 
K2 = 155°/31 intervals. 
Then by equation (143) 
e = K2{de - 1) - 77.5°, 
and by equation (144) 





which gives the Fourier angle in terms of the discrete data point number scale. 
From the development in Appendix H the required eigenvector may be approximated 
by a Fourier series expansion 
Q 
~(e) = Ao + L [A~cos{~Kl{e + 77.5°)) + B~sin(~K1(e + 77.5°))J (149) 
~=1 
where Q = 16, since 2Q = 32 is the number of independent discrete pieces of 
data, and where equation (144) was substituted into equation (H-6) for the 
Fourier angle. 
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The procedure for fi ndi ng an approxima ti on for the mean vector "curve" is 
qui te the same and·l eads to 
where only the Fourier coefficients are changed. They are found as outlined 
in equations (H-4) and (H-5). 
The Fourier representation for the coefficients is similar to that above except 
for certain scaling differences. The BUV-I gridded data ranges on the longi-
tude scale from the block centered on 7.5° to the block centered on 352.5°. 
The Fourier angle may be written as 
~l = ~ - 7.5 0 , (151 ) 
from which by equation (H-6) 
Q 
c(~) = R + E [Rtcos(t(~ - 7.5)) + Stsin(t(~ - 7.5))] (152) 
o £.=1 
where Q = 12, since 2Q = 24 is the number of discrete independent pieces of 
data, corresponding in this case to longitudinal sectors, and where the coef-
ficients are found again by equations (H-4) and (H-5) using the already known 
discrete values of C. 
computer program EAMODl was prepared to implement this model and to briefly 
analyze the results. To summarize the model development above as incorporated 
into the computer model consider the problem of finding an ozone value for 
some point on the Earthls surface (e l , ~I) at time t. Further, pl(%) of the 
data variability is to be accounted for. 
First, a set of data arrays for the appropriate time period t are accessed from 
MSRA file. Recall these three data arrays contain the eigenvector matrix, i, 
the coefficient matrix, 1, and the column average vector,~. The number of 
eigenvectors required to achieve the specified data variability can be deter-
mined from equation (135). 
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Since eigenvalues are not saved on the MSRA file, elements from the coefficient 
matrix may be used for this task. As shown above, the kth eigenvalue may be 
wri tten as 
and equation (135) becomes 
p(%) 
n 1 M 
~ [- ~ 




Equation (154) is summed iteratively over k until 
(153) 
(154) 
p(%) ~ pl(%) (155) 
at which point n = k is taken to be the required number of eigenvectors. 
The eigenvectors are arranged by row, and the assoclated coefficients are 
arranged by column as stored in their respective arrays. Each of the first 
n eigenvectors are fitted according to equation (149), and each of the first 
n coefficients (column vectors) are fitted according to equation (152). 
Similarly the mean vector is represented by equation (150). The required 
ozone value can now be computed by rewritting equation (134) in terms of 
actual model parameters, instead of the global grid indices (i ,j), as 
where the notation n[PI(%)] signifies that the number of eigenvectors used 
is a function of the explained data variability and where the subscript t 
indicates that the arrays come from the data base for the time interval t. 
The ozone modeling technique using empirical orthogonal functions has been 
implemented and briefly analyzed.by computer program EAMOD1. The modeling 
aspect has been described above. As a quick evaluation of the model IS 
usefulness, selected BUV-Isampling data was used to generate the required 
model data base. Then the BUV-I ozone values associated with this sampling 
were compared with the model predictions for those values. Within the 
latitudinal limits of the model, the errors ranged from 0% to 10%. 
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7. Data Fill Technique by Autocorrelation Functions 
The autocorrelation function typically thought of as being associated with 
time series analysis has been somewhat modified here and has been engineered 
into a data fill technique on a spatial basis. 
(l5?) 
is the definition of the autocorrelation function where E is the expectation 
operator and the set of xi' i = 0, 1, 2 •... , N, is "zero mean" data!O The 
sample autocorrelation function 
1 N-I k 1-1 
RN(k) = -N L Xl· Xl·+lkl i=o 
is the estimate of the autocorrection function, where k. the lag, is 
representative of time separation. 10 
( 158) 
Consider the case of global spatial distribution instead of time distribution. 
Let k represent a lag of 5° latitudinally and ~ represent a lag of 15° longi-
tudinally. The number of samples with respect to latitude is 
(159) 
and with respect to longitude is 
N = 360° = 24 ~ --,--so . ( 160) 
Then by analogy to equation (158) 
. 1 24-1~1 36-l kl 
RN~~:~~ = N(k,~} j~l i:l xij xi+lkl ,j+I~I· (161 ) 
However. in accordance with the latitudinal index convention as shown in 
Figure 1, equation (161) is written as 
_ 1 24-1 ~ 1 18-1 k 1 36-1 k 1 




and Nd is the number of grid blocks containing no data. 
Now consider the data block (i ,j), shown in the figure below, containing no 
data. 
i ,j 








In a sense the objective is to find a weighted mean of the 48 blocks surround-
ing (i ,j) which will serve as the "fill-inll value for the block (i ,j). 
In general a weighted mean may be written as 
n n 
-x = ~ 
i =1 
a· x. I ~ a,· , 
, , . 1 
,= 
(163 ) 
where ai is the weighting factor associated with xi. Should some xi have 
no value, indicated by xi = 0, over the range 1 < i ~ n, then equation (163) is 
written as 
n n 
x = ~ ai x·1 ~ <5·a· i =1 ' . 1 ' , ,= 
( 164) 
where 
f' for xi I 0 <5. = , 0, for xi = {) (165 ) 
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Finding the value for the block (i ,j) is a two-dimensional problem requiring 
summation over latitude and longitude. Let Vij be the required weighted mean. 
Then by equation (164) 
3 3 
r r RI k II t I Vi+k,j+t k=-3 £=-3 V, , = (166 ) 1J 3 3 
r 
: RI kilt I o. k ' k=-3 t--3 1+ ,J+t 
where Rlkl It I is now treated as a weighting factor and from equation (162) 
24-l t I18-lkI36-lkl 
R (k,t) = N(k\} r r r ViJ' Vi +1kl ,J'+ltl' N(k,t) 'j=l i=l i=19 
( 167) 
The technique briefly discussed above is currently being used as implemented 
in computer program OZFILLl on two levels, partial fill and complete fill. 
Using the partial fill technique 1/2 of the total surrounding 48 data blocks 
must contain non-zero ozone values (an ozone value of zero implies no data). 
Also previously filled blocks are not included in this count, The complete 
fill technique is used without regard to the above restrictions. 
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IV. BUV CORRECTION TECHNIQUE - DOBSON DATA 
Ozone data as measured by the Dobson spectrophotometer have been investigated 
and analyzed in conjunction with the BUV sampling analysis. II These data were 
obtained from the World Ozone Data Centre in Ontario, Canada and subsequently 
have been used to adjust the BUV data as will be briefly explained below. 
For a given Dobson station certain BUV measurements are selected based on 
temporal and spatial considerations in order to calculate a linear least 
. squares fit between the Dobson, Yd' and the BUV, Yb' data. The great circle 
distance, s, between the Dobson station (61' ~l) and the BUV subsatellite 
point (62, ~2) is given by 
( 168) 
where R = 6367.3951 kilometers is the average earth radius based on the 
Clarke spheroid of 1866. 12 The least squares fit is of the form 
(169 ) 
where So and Sl are the resulting regression coefficients. 
A sufficient number of Dobson stations are utilized so that the range in 
latitudinal coverage is from approximately 75° to -45°. Both So and Sl 




Then the "corrected" BUV ozone measurements, y c' as "adjusted" by the Dobson 
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Table 1. Preliminary Analysis of the BUV-III Data 
TOT. 1ST LAST 
...... - .. -_ .... .. _-- .. 
28 1 23,591 
28 23,592 47,373 
29 47,374 72,143 
29 72 ,144 97,309 
29 97,310 122,760 
29 122,761 147,467 
28 147,468 171,742 
29 171,743 198,572 
28 198,573 226,539 
15 226,540 240,933 
28 240,934 264,729 
28 264,730 284,198 
28 284,199 302,873 
42 302,874 326,854 
28 326,855 345,651 
28 345,652 367,473 
29 367,474 386,978 
29 386,979 406,530 
21 406,531 420,244 
28 420,245 441,153 
28 441,154 462,056 
28 462,057 483,204 
15 483,205 495,325 
28 495,326 520,757 
28 520,758 546,946 
28 546,947 571,915 
28 571,916 594,889 
14 594,890 607,974 
TOTAL ABNORM. OZ -----
, .. __ ... 
-999. -77. OTHER 
23,591 6 818 a 
23,782 a 889 a 
24,770 2 1,000 0 
25,166 10 995 0 
25,451 11 993 0 
24,707 0 917 a 
24,275 17 893 a 
26,830 86 937 a 
27,967 a 982 1 
14,394 a 508 2 
23,796 2 745 2 
19,469 1 495 7 
18,675 1 586 0 
23,981 13 680 a 
18,797 7 495 1 
21,822 3 701 0 
19,505 0 623 2 
19,552 2 681 0 
13,714 0 449 0 
20,909 4 710 a 
20,903 7 685 a 
21,148 1 667 1 
12,121 ' a 388 0 
25,432 2 814 3 
26,189 32 871 8 
24,969 8 954 2 
22,974 4 671 0 
13,085 0 334 1 
607,974 219 20,481 30 
RECORDS SUCH THAT ABSOLUTE LATITUDE s 5° 
BAD CROSSING TIMES (IEQC) 
OBSERVATIONS ON EQUATOR 
TOTAL DAYS ON TAPE 
30, NOT INCLUDED IN THE INTERVAL 



































































Figure 1. Global Grid System as Developed in Computer Program 
OZSTAT2 1 s Data Grouping Scheme 
9 7 5 
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Figure 2. Example of Program OZSTAT2 Graphics Capability 
This plot shows BUV Zonal Means for June 22, 1970 . 
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Figure 3. Example of Program OZSTAT2 Graphics Capability 
This scatter diagram shows the BUV ozone data 
distribution for June 22, 1970. 
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Figure 4. Example of Program OZSTAT2 Graphics Capability 
This histogram shows the latitudinal sampling 
distribution of BUV ozone data for June 22, 1970. 
Actual Number of Data Points = Normalized Number 
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Figure 5. Relationship of the Three Coordinate 
Systems xl - x2' ul - u2' and tPl - tP2 ._!_ .. 
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Figure 6-A. EOF Model Arrangement for Latitudinal 
Variability Studies 
j=123 ... 
i = 1 I 
I 
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Figure 6-B. EOF Model Arrangement for Longitudinal 
Variability Studies 
j=123 .. 
i = 1 
2 
3 
N = 24 
90 
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Fi gure 7. Trans i ti on Scales from the L~ I tude 
Scale to the Fourier Scale for 
Eigenvector Representation. 
LATITUDE 
-77 .5° DATA'S LATITUDE RANGE 
77 .5° 
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APPENDIX A - PRIMARY COMPUTER PROGRAMS MENTIONED THROUGHOUT MEMORANDUM 
Program Name Purpose Reference Section j 
BUVCOP2 Convert magnetic tapes from IBM IBM Format to CDC Format Conversion I I 
to NOS-CDC internal format. (section 1) and APPENDIX B. I 
I 
BUV3 Preliminary data analysis program. Preliminary Data Analysis (section 2). i 
I 
OZSTAT2 Group data into global grid Data Grouping Scheme (section 3). I 
system. Perform elementary sta-
I tistica1 calculations. Generate 
statistical graphics describing I 
global grid grouping. I 
Regression and statistical ana- Spherical Harmonic Model (section 4). I GlSRAN2 I , 
lysis for polynomial expansions, I 
spherical harmonic functions, Statistical Analysis of Spherical 
Fourier functions, and other Harmonic Model (section 5). 
specified functions. I I 
GlOBZON Calculate global and zonal Statistical Analysis of Spherical I 
means based on spherical harmonic 
model coefficients. 
Harmonic Model (section 5). 
ZONVAR Calculate global and zonal Statistical Analysis of Spherical 
variances based on zonal Harmonic Model (section 5). 
elements of covariance matrix 
i describing spherical harmonic 
coeffi ci ents. 
EOFA2 Eigenanalysis program calculates Eigenana1ysis - Empirical Orthogonal 
data base arrays for EOF model. Functions (section 6). 
EAMODl EOF model and analysis. Eigenanalysis - Empirical Orthogonal 
Functions (section 6). 
OZFlUl Implements data fill techniques Data Fill Technique by Autocorrelation 





To illustrate the IBM to NOS-CDC conversion process, the most recent set of 
data received will be considered. These data are contained on three IBM 
9-track magnetic tapes. The following information comes from documentation 
received with these data tapes. 
1. Tape density - 1600 BPI 
2. Mode 
- Binary 
3. Parity - Odd 
4. Block (PRU) size - 8000 bytes 
5. Logical record length - 80 bytes 
All three tapes were generated on an IBM 360, and each tape contains 14 files. 
With the technique used, one physical record unit (PRU, 8000 bytes) or block 
of data is buffered into the central processor at a time. This is the equiva-
lent of 2000 IBM words or 1067 CDC words. Figure B-1 illustrates what shall 
be referred to in the subsequent discussion as a sub-block, that is, 15, 
32-bit words arranged as eight packed 60-bit words. Sub-blocks are 480 
bits long since this is the smallest common multiple of 32 and 60. The 
conversion process is accomplished with one sub-block at a time. The pro-
cedure as coded in Program BUVCOP2 is described below. 
The first block of data is buffered into an array A dimensioned by 1100. 
Unused storage locations of this array contain the value of zero. The first 
sub-block (eight words) from A is placed into the array C dimensioned by 
eight. The 15, 32-bit words in the sub-block are unpacked and arranged into 
15 right justified 60-bit words in Subroutine IBMWRDS. These 15, 60-bit 
words are stored in a temporary array B dimensioned by 15 and subsequently 
into the first 15 locations of an array 0 dimensioned by 2200. This process 
continues until all words in the data block have been stored in D. Sub-
routine IBMFPC from the READIBM subroutine package can now convert these 
numbers to CDC internal format floating point numbers which are stored in 
an array E dimensioned by 2010. In general, the E array contains 2,010 
words. That is, 
60 
Number of words in E = 
Number of sub-blocks x Number of 32 bit words/sub-block, 
= 134 sub-blocks x 15 words/sub-blocks 
= 2,010 words. 
The number of complete 20 word logical records in E is the integer part of 
2,010/20 or 100 records. The elements of the E array are finally written 20 
words (one logical record) at a time onto an output file which is stored on 
NOS 9-track tapes. This procedure for converting a block of data from IBM 
internal format to CDC internal format is shown schematically in Figure B-2. 
This process is repeated with the next block until the end of the tape 
is reached. A listing of Program BUVCOP2 and Subroutine IBMWRDS follows 
this appendix. 
A final comment regarding this conversion concerns the actual storage of 
data on magnetic tapes. The above technique converts one tape at a time. 
The program must therefore be run three times since three IBM tapes were 
received containing these data. The minimum amount of data contained on 
anyone of these three tapes is 278,259 logical records or 5,565,180 
words. Since a standard NOS 9-track tape, 2,400 feet in length, will 
hold only 3,880,421 60-bit words, two of these tapes are required. Three 
NOS tapes were required to hold the data from the IBM tape with the most 
data. Tape designations, and associated coverage periods, are shown in 
Table B-1. 
These NOS tapes have been prepared to be read with an unformatted binary 
READ, one logical record (20 words) at a time. These 20 words are listed 
in Table B-2. The six of these words stored per record on the condensed 
tapes, generated to minimize storage and reduce computer time, are indi-
cated with an asterisk (*). 
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Table B-1. Magnetic Tape Designations and Their Corresponding 
Time Coverages 
IBM Reel (1) NOS TAPE (1) NOS TAPE (2) 
Time Period Designation Designation Desi gnation 
April 10, 1970 30906 NV0738 
- May 6, 1971 NV0739 
May 7, 1971 34037 NN1004 NV0740 
- May 5, 1972 NVOl03 NVOl04 
0"1 May 6, 1972 32701 NV0333 
N 
- May 7, 1977 NV0334 
NV0335 
1 - Contains 20 words per logical record. 















Table 8-2. The Twenty Words that Constitute a 
Logical Record on the BUV Data Tapes 
Logical Sequence Number 
Orb i t Numbe r 
Year* 
Day of Year* 




Monochromator N Values, (312.5 - 339.B}nm 
Photometer N Values, (312.5 - 339.B}nm 
A Channel Total Ozone Value 
B Channel Total Ozone Value 
Recommended Reflectivity 
Recommended Total Ozone* 
* Designates those six words maintained on condensed data tapes. 
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-Figure B-1. Sub-Block Structure.* 
Packed 60-bi t 32 BIT WORD ARRANGEMENT Word Number 
1 32 bit word II 28 bi ts 
2 4 bits II -32 bit word II 24 bits 
3 8 bi ts 
" 
32 bit word 
" 
20 bi ts 
4 12 bits 
" 
32 bi t word 1/ 16 bits 
5 16 bits 
" 
32 bit word 1/ 12 bits 
6 20 bi ts 
" 
32 bit word 1/ 8 bi ts 
7 24 bits II 32 bit word 4 
" bits 
8 28 bits 1/ 32 bit word 
* Sub-block contains 480 bits of information. This is the equivalent of 
8 60-bit words or 15 32-bit words. 
Buffe 
of 
r in Block 
IBM Data 
Array 0 
Figure B-2. Schematic Showing the Procedure Used 
to Convert a Block of IBM to NOS-CDC Internal Format 
Array A (1100) 
1 PRU 15 32-bit ~ Sub-block ) IBM Data words 
Array 0 (2200 Array ~( J 
60 bit 60 bit 60 bit 60 bit 
word no. words word no. ~lOrds 
Not Fi 11 ed 1 zeros I 32 bi t word 1 zeros I 32 bi t word 
I I 
2 zeros I 32 bi t word 2 zeros I 32 bi t word 
I I 
I I 
· · · 
. . 
I I 
· · · I I 
· · · 
. . 
I 1------ I 
· · · I 14 zeros I 32 bi t word 
· · · I I 
Array 0 · · I 15 zeros I 32 bi t word Fi lled · · I ,-. I 
· · · I 
· · I 
· I 
· · · I 
· · · I 
2010 I 
I 
Array E 12200) 
60 bit Complete 60 bit 
Convert to NOS-CDC word no. NOS-CDC word 








· · OUTPUT 
· · and 
· · STORAGE 
2010 
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APPENDIX C - LINEAR APPROXIMATION FOR CALCULATING 
LOCAL TIME AS A FUNCTION OF LATITUDE 
A straight line approximation to the ascending portion of the local time 
variation for a Sun-synchronous orbit curve from -600 to +60 0 latitude was 
calculated and is shown in Figure C-l. The relationship between the local 
solar time, tt' and the latitude, 8, for the observation was originally 
estimated to be 
t = 629.45 - 8 
£ 53.57 (C-l) 
Since, selected BUV-III data, closely corroborated by TRACK2 computer 
program simulations, have led to what is thought to be a better estimate, 
that is 
604.54 - 8 to = t 50.93 ( C-2) 
In any case, the error table shown below shows the maximum difference between 
equations (C-l) and (C-2) to be 0.1780 hours (10.68 minutes) where 
( C-3) 
Table. Error Analysis 
8 li t (hours) 
60 0 0.0619 















































Approximation to the ascending portion of the local time 
variation of the Nimbus 4 Sun-synchronous orbit curve. 
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APPENDIX D - STORAGE OF GRIDDED OZONE DATA 
ON A MASS STORAGE RANDOM ACCESS FILE 
A global grid system in the form of an array dimensioned 36 x 24 has been 
selected to represent the BUV ozone data. Each of the 36 rows corresponds 
to a 5° latitudinal zone while each of the 24 columns corresponds to a 15° 
longitudinal sector. Associated with each of the 864 blocks of the global 
grid are nine values that must be saved and stored such that they will be 
readily accessible when needed. For each of these values there is a sep-

























Sum of ozone observations for each 
block 
Sum of squares of ozone observations 
for each block 
Sum of observation times for each block 
Sum of squares of the observation times 
for each block 
Sum of the observed latitude for each 
block 
Sum of squares of the observed latitude 
for each block 
Sum of the observed longitude for each 
block 
Sum of squares of the observed longitude 
for each block 
It was decided that these arrays should be accessible on a daily basis for 
the 392 days beginning April 10, 1970 and ending May 6, 1971 or according 
to the time convention adopted during this study, NIMDAYS 100-491. 
71 
Making use of a mass storage random access (MSRA) file for this purpose is 
quite suitable. As can be seen, the actual data storage requirement here 
is 
9 arrays x 864 words x 392 days = 3 048 192 words. days array , , 
However, by specifying a particular array for a given day, or several days, 
the computer storage requirement is reduced to that needed for only one 
array plus an INDEX array mentioned below. 
This is illustrated in the following figure. 
Figure. Mass Storage Random Access File Arrangement 
of Global Data Arrays 
ISET 
MSRA Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 No. 
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 













Each of the blocks (1-3528) shown in the figure represent a data array. Let 
IINDEX" be the number that specifies a particular array, and "IDAY" be the 
MSRA day number specification. Then 
NDEX = 9 x (IDAY - 1) + ISET . (0-1) 
72 
Since 
IOAY = NIMOAY - 99, 
expression (0-1) may be written in terms of NIMOAY as 
NOEX = 9 x (NIMOAY - 100) + ISET, 
( 0-2) 
( 0-3) 
For example, if the array SUMXSQ(ISET =3) were required for NIMOAY 101, then 
NOEX = 12, 
and the 12th array would be accessed from the mass storage file. 
The INDEX array mentioned earlier must be present and must be dimensioned 
by (A + 1) where A is the total number of arrays on the MSRA. 
Listings of the subroutines GETOATl and GETDAT2 which access the BUV MSRA 
file follow this appendix. 
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APPENDIX E - ORTHONORMALITY PROPERTY OF SPHERICAL HARMONIC FUNCTIONS 
The functions t/Jk{x} for k = 1, 2, 3, ... , are orthogonal over the interval 
{a.b} and, therefore, have the property that 
b 
J t/J.{x) t/J.{x)dx = 0, for i ~ j. {E-l} a 1 J 
If i = j, and if 
b 
af [t/Ji{x)]2dx = 1, ( E-2) 
then the functions are also normal, or normalized, and form an orthonormal 
set of functions over the interval (a,b). Equations (E-l) and (E-2) can be 
wri tten as 
b 
Jt/Ji(X} t/JJ.(x}dx=o .. , lJ 
where o .. , the Kronecker delta, has the property that lJ 
0, for i ~ j 
1, for i = j 
( E-3) 
(E-4 ) 
This concept can be expanded to include spherical harmonic functions over 
the surface of a unit sphere. Let y(e,¢) be a function on the surface of a 
unit sphere, such that 
where 
and 
ZO (e,¢) = sin(m¢} pmn{cose}. 
mn 






It can be shown that 
fl m m - f n+m~ ! 2 13 Pn(X) P~(x)dx - n-m! 2n+l °n~' 
x=-l 
from which it follows that 
J
l 2 
Pn(x) P~(x) = 2n+l °n£ 
x=-l 
where Pn(x) and P~(x) are associated Legendre functions for m = 0 or 
simply Legendre functions. 
Now consider the following integral equations which must be evaluated: 
I = 1 r tn e Zmn(e,cp) 
e=O cp=O 
Z~~(e,cp)da, 
I = 2 r rn 
e=O cp=O 
Z~n(e,cp) Z~~(e,cp)da, 
The fi rs t may be wri tten as 
where 




differential surface2area of a 
equivalent to In I n. 
e=O <jl=O 






( E-11 ) 
(E-12) 
( E-13) 
Consider the integration over ~. 
J
271" 
cos(m~) sin(k~)d~ = 0 
~=O 
(E-14 ) 
for m = k or m 1 k. Substituting this result into equation (E-12) leads to 
or 
1 - 0 1 -
J ~n (e ,~) z~~ (e ,~ ) da = O. 
e,~ 
The next integral can be written as 
12 = J p~(cose) p~(cose) cos(m~) cos(k~)da 
e,~ 
or by (E-13) as 
12 = J p~(cose) p~(cose) sine cos(m~) cos(k~)d~de. 
e,~ 
Again integrating over ~ yields 
J
2n 
cos(m~) cos(k~)d~ = 
~=O 
0, for m f k 
and m ~ 0 
'If, for m = k 
and m f 0 
and 12 = 0 for m 1 k. Otherwise, equation (E-17) becomes 
1 








where the substitutions x = cose and dx = -sinede have been made along with 
corresponding changes in the limits of integration. Substituting equation 
(E-7) into equation (E-19) leads to 
(E-20) 
for m ~ O. 
If m = k = 0, the integral in equation (E-18) becomes 
J
2n J2n 





12 = 2n+ 1 °nR. ( E-22) 
for m = k = O. Then the integral in equation (E-10) has been evaluated and 
can be written as 
4n 2n+ 1 0nR.' for m = k = 0 
f Ze (e ¢) Ze (e ¢) da = = mn' kR.' 
e,¢ 
The final integral may be written as 
13 = .J p~(cose) p~(cose) sin(m¢) sin(k¢)da. 
e,¢ 




For m ~ 0 the integration over ~ gives 
J
27T 
sin(m~) sin(k~)d~ = 
~=O 
0, for m ~ k 
7T, for m = k 
Equation (E-24) then becomes for m = k 
13 = 7T f7T P~(COS8) P~(COS8) sin8d8, 
8;'0 
which as before can be written as 
_ fl m() m( _ 27T (n+m~! 13 - 7T Pn x Pi x)dx - 2n+l (n-m ! ani· 
x=-l 
Finally, the integral in equation (E-ll) is 
f ~n(8,~) Z~i(8,~)da = 
8,~ 
* where cab is defined such that 
* I 0, for a = b 
cab -
1, for a =/ b 
Now define 
Y~n(8'<I» - F~nZ~n ((\ ,~) , 
and 
Y~n(8'<I» - F~nZ~n(8,¢) , 










1. for m = 0 
IJ 1/2 
--r-:"'-';"':'~iJ ,for m > 0 
It is necessary to evaluate the three integrals 
I~ = J Y~n(6,~) ~i(6,~)da, 
6,~ 
I~ = J Y~n(6,~} Y~i(6,~)da, 
6,~ 






The right-hand sides of equations (E-33) through (E-35) may be written as 






I Z~n(6,~) Z~i(6,~)da, 
6,~ 
J Z~n ( 6 , ~ ) z~ i ( 6 , ~ ) da , 
6,~ 
J Z~n(6,~) Z~i(6,~)da, 
6,~ 
Substituting equation (E-15) into equation (E-36) yields 







Similarly by equations (E-23) and (E-37) 
f ( E-40) 
a,cj> 
Finally, equation (E-38) may be evaluated by equation (E-28) as 
J ( E-4l ) 
a,cj> 
The results required for arriving at equation (53) can be found from equations 
(E-39) through (E-4l), respectively. That is, 
f ( E-42) 
a,cj> 
f [Y~n(a,cj»]2da = 2~:1 ' (E-43a) 
s,ep 
and 
f [Y~n(S,cj»]2da = 2~:1 * °mo· (E-43b) 
s,cj> 
Though incidental to this discussion, it should be noted that the functions 






for n 1 1, m ; k, or both, and 
( E-44c) 
in any case. 
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However, these functions are not normalized over the sphere as can be seen 
by equations (E-43) but are said to be semi-normalized according to Adolf 
Schmidt4 by the constant FS defined in equation (E-32). 
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APPENDIX F - RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR 
ASSOCIATED LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS 
In the modeling of atmospheric constituents with spherical harmonic 
functions it is useful to have the capability of calculating the required 
associated Legendre functions using recurrence relations. Many such 
relations exist for associated Legendre polyonomial functions. 
Subroutine LEGNDR4 has been ~/ritten to calculate the associated Legendre 
functions up to and including those of some specified order, m, and degree, 
n, for a given colatitude, 8. This subroutine is listed in Appendix G 
with the GLSRAN2 program. 
If P~(x) is the associated Legendre function of order m and degree n, then 





x = cos (e) . (F-3) 
The functions of higher order and degree are evaluated by two recurrence 
relations. Consider the recurrence relation 7 
(F-4) 
This expression is used to calculate zero order (m=O) functions of degree 




Equation (F-5) is the first recurrence relation used in subroutine LEGNDR4. 
The second recurrence relation used in LEGNDR4 comes from 7 
(F-6) 
Replacing n+l with nand m+l with m equation (F-6) may be rewritten as 
(F-7) 
Consider the first term on the right-hand-side of equation (F-7). Since 
the order must be equal to or less than the degree of the function (see 
equation (16)), 
m .::. n-2, (F-8a) 
or 
n ?_ m+2, (F-8b) 
and the required recurrence relation for the higher order (m>O) associated 





_2(x), for n > m+2 
PQ = (F-10) 
0, otherwi se 
The numerical technique described above as utilized in subroutine LEGNDR4 
has been verified up through m = n = 12 on the r~OS-CDC computer system 
at NASA/LaRC. 
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APPENDIX G - THE GLSRAN2 PROGRAM 
The primary purposes of the GLSRAN2 program as used in the ozone sampling 
study are to generate global stratospheric ozone models in terms of surface 
spherical harmonic functions by performing least squares fits to sets of 
BUV data and to perform certain statistical analyses as have been outlined 
in this report (IISpherica1 Harmonic Model II and IIStatistical Analysis. 
of Spherical Hannonic Model ll ). The spherical harmonic model representation 
·as shown in equation (20) is used by GLSRAN2. The table below shows the 
re1ation~hip between the functions, fi' as used in this representation and 
those, Y~n and Y~n' as shown in equation (16). 
Zonal Functions 
0 F1 = Po 
0 F2 = Pl 









Table. Relationship Between Spherical 





0 FM+3 = Y 11 
FM+4 = Y~2 




e F 3M + YMM 
F3M+1 = yO MM 
Tesseral Functions 







F ( 3M+ 1) +3 = Y 13 










F(3M+l)+NT = YM-l,M 
In the table the functions p~, for i = 0, 1, ... , M, are the zonal associated 
1 
Legendre functions, or simply Legendre functions. M is the order and degree 
of the mode 1 . 
NT = M(M - 1) (G-l) 
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is the number of tesseral functions. There are M + 1 zonal functions and 2M 
sectoral functions. The number of terms in a model of order and degree M is 
N = (M + 1)2. (G-2) 
Model coefficients are computed according to equation (24) which may be written 
as 
B = i-1 R 
where i, the "information" matrix, is defined by equation (34) and 
R = [T '!.... 
(G-3) 
(G-4) 
The S matrix, dimensioned N x N, is strickly a function of the sampling. 
As S is a symmetric matrix only its upper full triangle--the diagonal elements 
and those above the diagona1--is used in GLSRAN2. This implementation reduces 
computer time as well as the storage requirement. Since solving for the model 
coefficients requires that the inverse of S be computed, these time and stor-
age savings become even more noteworthy. 
The upper full triangle of S is "packed" into a vector. This vector, called V 
to avoid confusion, contains 
e = ~ (N + 1) (G-5) 
elements. The correspondence between S matrix elements and V vector elements 
is given by 
V(i) = S(m,n) ( G-6a) 
where 
i = m + n(n - 1)/2. (G-6b) 
The GLSRAN2 program is set up to either calculate the V vector based on input 
sample data or to access a previously calculated V vector through a local file. 
This is also the case for the R vector though to calculate R actual ozone obser-
vations must also be available. 
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Once these data are contained on working local files, GLSRAN2 makes available 
severa-l options regarding which model coefficients or set of coefficients can 
be computed. The S matrix elements contained on local file are associated 
with a "master ll model. The most obvious option is to compute the N coeffi-
cients for this master model. Three other options exist as listed below. 
1. Coefficients may be calculated for a model of order L (L < M). 
To do this the program selects the required "subset" of the packed 
S matrix elements contained on local file and forms a new set of 
packed S matrix elements. The same is done for the R vector. 
2. Model coefficients may be calculated based on a specified number of 
independent sampling observations (for example, a certain number 
of Dobson stations). When this option is selected the program 
determines the si ze of the model such that the number of model 
terms is equal to or less than the number of independent obser-
vations and then proceeds to find the S matrix elements required 
to form the new S matrix for the subset model. 
3. Particular model coefficients may be specified according to degree, 
n, order, m, and whether they are to be associated with an odd 
(i = 1), Y~n(8,~), or even (i = 0), Y~n(8,~), spherical harmonic 
funcUon (see equations 17 and 18). Identifi cation of requi red 
coefficients by this option follows from the expression: 
n + 1, for m = 0, 
(M + 1) + 2m - 1 + 1, for m = n, 
k = 3M + m(2n - m - 1) + i, for m f 0 (G -7) 
and m f n. 
This technique is illustrated below since the idea is fundamental to the three 
options as used to determine spherical harmonic function indices or the master 
S matrix elements required to form the subset S matrix. Assume the S matrix 
is associated with a master model of degree and order M = 5 and that the coef-
ficients specified in the table below are sought. 
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Table. yi Functional Form Indices with Corresponding 
mn Fk Functional Form Indices 
m n i k 
1 0 0 
-
1 
2 0 3 - 4 
3 2 2 0 9 
4 1 2 1 18 
From the table it can be seen that for a 5~ degree spherical harmonic model 
e _ 
F1 yoo - , 
ye = 
03 F 4 ' 
ye = F9 ' 
and 22 
( G-8) 
yO = 12 F1S ' 
Also in terms of master S matrix elements the subset S matrix for this example 
is 
S11 S14 S19 Sl ,18 
S41 S44 S49 S4,18 
SS = 
S91 S94 S99 S9,18 
S18,1 S18,4 S18,9 S18,18 
The following discussion pertains to the input/output (I/O) requirements and 
capabilities of GLSRAN2. As a complete listing of GLSRAN2 and its subroutines 
is included in this appendix the discussion is limited to I/O items involving 
the spherical harmonic model. 
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Four NAMELlST input lists control the program's operation. These are named 











lDATA = 1 
number of observations in data set. 
- order of master model. 
- simulate a data set based on an input sampling 
scheme and model coefficients. 
= 2 - data set is an input quantity. 
(b) lFUNC = 2 - spherical harmonic model fit to be ~erformed. 
(c) lOPT = 0 - do not calculate S matrix. S matrix is alreaqy 
= 1 
= 2 
( d) JOPT 
(e) ITAPE = 1 




on local file TAPE4. 
calculate S matrix and store it on local file TAPE4. 
calculate S matrix, store it on local file TAPE4, 
and STOP program execution. 
- same description as lOPT above except that JOPT 
pertains to the R vector. 
- number of cases to be run requiring a new data set. 
- number of "sub-model" cases to be run per data set. 
- input coefficients used for data simulation. 
4. JOB2 
(a) METHOD = 1 - calculate coefficients for specified subset model. 
= 2 - determine number of coefficients to calculate based 
on specified number of independent observations. 
(b) NFUNC 
= 3 - particular coefficients to be calculated are specified. 
= 4 - calculate coeffcients for complete master model. 
- number of coefficients in subset model. 
(c) MMORD - order of subset model. 
(d) ICODE = 0 - do not compute coefficients. 
= 1 - compute coefficients. 
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GLSRAN2 uses the FORTRAN variable dimensions source statement preprocessor 
program PRE. Variables input by this program control the size of GLSRAN2 arrays. 
These variables are: 
1. N the number of coefficients in the master model. 
2. NN - the maximum value of NFUNC for a given run such that NN ~ N. 
3. NV - the number of element in the packed S matrix array such that 
NV = N(N + 1)/2. 
Local files used by GLSRAN2 include: 
1. TAPEl - used for input data that must be rearranged by a user supplied 
subroutine to meet TAPE2 input file requirements. 
2. TAPE2 - standard format input data file read by subroutine REALDAT. 
3. TAPE3 - used to store such items as model coefficients and covariance 
matrix elements for future use. 
4. TAPE4 - contains elements of packed master S matrix. 













PROGPA", GlSRAN2 74174 OPT-l ~TN 4.7+485 











DATA NAME/7HS ,7HR ,7HCOVAR ,7HB ,7HCOV 
X7HC0~ ,7HZBAR ,7HSY ,7HRY ,7HA ,7HBI 































IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF COEF~lCIENTS(ANO THEREFOI<E THE NUMBER 
OF FUNCTIONS) THAT MAKE UP THE "MASTER" MODEL. 
N IS A VAPOIM INPUT PARAMETER. 
(IF A NE~ M4STER MODEL IS NOT BEING CALCULATED, N MAY BE SET 
EQUAL TO NN, SEE BELOW). 
IS THE TOTAL NU~BER OF COEFFICIENTSCAND THEREFORE THE NUMBER 
OF fUNCTIONS) THAT MAKE UP THE 'SUBSET' MODEL FOR A 
PARTICULAR CASE. 
NFUNC IS DETERMINED AS FOLLOWS, 
MFTHOD-l, O~DEP AND DEGREE, MMORD AND NNDEG, RESPECTIVELY, 
~RE 80TH KNOWN fOR THE DESIRED "SUBSET" MODEL. 
THEN, 
NFUNC-I+NNOfG+MMORO(MMORD+l). 
METHJD-2, NFUNC-NUMBEk OF INDEPENDENT OBSERVATIONS 
TO BE MODELED. 
METHiJD-3, NFUNc·r~LJMRER OF COEFFICIENTS SPECIt=IED 
Tn BE ,..nDELED. 
METHOD-4, LISE ENTIRE "MASTER" MODEL. 
NFUNC-N. 
IS THE MAXI~UM VALUf nF NFUNC DURING A GIVEN RUN, 
BUT NOT TO SF LARGER THA~ N. 
NN IS A VARDIM INPUT PARAMETER. 
IS THE ~UMBE~ OF ELEMENTS IN THE V-VECTOR(PACKED FORM OF 
THE UPPER FULL T~lANGLE Of THE S-MATRIX). 


























































IS THE ~UMRE~ OF ELEMENTS IN THE VV-VECTOP(P4CKED FORM QF 
THE UPPER FULL TRIANGLE OF SS-MARTRIX# S-MAT~lX Fn~ THE 
"SUBSET" MODEl). 
NVV-~FIJNC (N~IJNC+1) 12. 
I~ GLSRAN2, BnTH VECTORS V AND VV WILL USE THE STORAGE 
S04CE IN THE S AQPAY(ONE AT ~ TIME). THEREFORE, 
THES-ARRAY MUST BE DIMENSIONED BY NV(THE LARGER OF NV AND 
NVV) WHEN THE V VECTOR IS TO BE CALCULATED. 
cr.MrENT -- GLSRAN2 - L~CAL FILE REOUIREMENTS. 
C TAPEl nATA FOP ~UBROIITINE INPUT WHICH IS TO BE REA~R'NGED 
C AND PUT ONTO TAPE2. 
C TAPE2 LOCAL FILE CONT~INING DATA TO BE READ IN BY 
C SUBROUTINE REALDAT. 
C TAPE3 RESERVED ~OR RESULTS SUCH AS CALCULATED MODEL COEFF1CIENTS 
C SO THAT THEY MAY BE SAVED ON PERMANENT FILE OR 
C ON MAGNETIC TAPE SUBSEQUENT TO PROGRAM FXECUTION. 
C TAPE4 LOCAL fILE TO (ONTAIN UPPER FULL T~IANGlE OF $-MATRIX 
C WHICH IS STORED THERE IN "PACKED" FORM. THIS DATA MAY 
C ALREADY EXIST OR MAY BE CALCULATED IN THE PROGRA~. 
C TAPE7 -- LOCAL FILE TO CONTAIN K-MATRIX lSSOCIATED WITH THE SAME 

















CALL RANSET (PI' 
DO 999 LLL-1,ICASE 
PRINT 175, LLL 























































PR1GRA~ GlSQAN2 74/74 OPT-I 
401 FOR~AT (15) 
CALL SECONOeTIHE) 
PRINT 300, NOATA,TIME 
300 FORMAT (IX,*NDATA.*,I8,5X,*TIME-*,fI0.3) 
cnMMENT -- IF IQPT-O, NO NEW V-ARRAY IS REOUIRED. 
C IF JOPT-O, NO NE~ R-ARRAY IS REQUIRED. 
IF (JOPT.EO.O.AND.IOPT.EO.O) GO TO 58 
C 





CALL GlSCOR! (F,S,R,W,B'Y'N,NV,JOPT,SUMY,YSOSU~,IERR) 
C 
C • * * • • " * • C 
cn~MFNT 
c 
PROGRAM CHOSES EITHER TO USE REAL DATA OR TO SIMULATE 








JDATA-1 DATA IS SIMULATED 
IDATA-2 --- REAL DATA IS READ IN 
SUBSE~UENTLY THE REOUIRED MODEL FUNCTIONS ARE CALCULATED. 
IcnUNT-O 
25 CONTINUE 
IF (IDATA.EO.I) CALL SIMDAT! (BETA,N,F) 
IF (lOlTA.EO.2) CALL REAL OAT (F,N) 
IF CIFUNC.EO.(99) STOP2 
IF (IFUNC.EO.998) STOP3 
CALL GlSSUM1 (F,S,R,W,B,y,N,NV,JOPT,SUMY,YSOSUM,IEPR) 
IcntINT·ICOUNT+! 
IF (lCQUNT.EQ.NOATA) GO TO 50 
GO TO 25 
5~ CONTINUE 
IF (JOPT.EO.O) GQ T( 54 
REWIND 7 
DO 52 J-l,N 
w~ITf (7) ReI) 
52 CONTINUE 


















































OPT .. 1 
GO TO 58 
., 




_1_30 ___ .... .0.0_ 56_1-1, NV. 
WRITE (4) SCI) 














FOLLOWING STATEMENT 58, THE REOUIRED RAND S ARRAYS ARE 
STORED ON LOCAL FILES TAPE7 AND TAPE4, RESPECTIVELY. 
..... ___ ... ___ ..... _.C_ 
NOW USING THESE ARRAYS OR SPECIFIED SUBSETS OF THEM 
(SPECIFIED ACCORDING TO THE VALUE OF "METHOD" -SEE TABLE 
BELOW), CALCULATE THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE REOUIPED FUNCTION 
(ACCORDING TO "IFUNC") AND STORE RESULTS IN THE ARRAY "B". 






































SPECIFY SUBSET HODEL 




USE COMPLETE MASTER 










NN IS VAPIA~LY DIMENSIONED BY THE 
PREPROCESSOR PROGRA~, PRE, AS THE 
LARGEST NUMBER OF SUBSET FU~CTIONS 























































PROG~Af'I GLSRAN2 74/74 OPTc! FTN 4.7+485 
DO 950 JJJ-I,JCASE 
READ (5, J1R2) 
WPITE (6,JOB2) 
IF CMETHOD.EO.4) GO TO 60 
--------IF- (METHOD.EO.I) CALL SUBSI (INOEX,NFUNC,MMORD,N,MORDJ 





_. __ .. ____ C 
IF (METHOD.E~.3) CALL SURS3CINDEX,NFUNC,NDEG,MORD' 
IF (INDEX(I).EO.-999) GO TO 60 
GO TO 65 
60 CONTINUE. 
NFUNC-N 
NFUNC IS SET EOUAL TO N HERE FOR THE CASE OF USING THE FULL 
MASTER MODEL WHEN METHOD-2(IE. INDEXCl)--999 WAS RETURNED 
FROM SUBROUTINE SUBS2,. 
THEREFORE NFUNC WILL NOT HAVE TO BE DEFINED FO~ CASES 
WHERE. METHnD-4. 








00 70 lI-l,NFLINC 
I-INDEXCU) 
COMMENT -- I~ ICOOE-OCACCORDING TO 'JOB2' NAMELIST INPUT', DO NOT 
C COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS. THEREFORE, TAPE7 IS NOT kEOUIRED. 
IF CICODE.EO.O) GO TO 67 
66 CONTINUE 
IF CKCOUNT.GT.INDEX(NFUNC» GO TO 90 
KCOUNT-KCOUNT+I 
REAO(7) P.R 
IF (KCOUNT.NE.I) GO TO 66 
RCIU-RR 
67 CONTINUE 
no 70 JJ-I,II 



































































C~~MENT -- NOW HAVE THE 
C 
GO TO 90 
GO TO 68 
PEOUIRED S ANO R ARPAYS. 
NVV-NFUNC*(NFUNC+l)/Z 
FTN 4.7+4B5 




00 71 I-blEND 












0(1 72 J-1,MORO 
lDEG-(NOTF1-NTG)/2+J 











G(l TO 76 
GO TO 74 




































































WRITE (6,200) B(I',S(K),SORT(S(K'),I,R(I),INOEX(I),LO~D,lDEG,lEO 
80 CONTINUE 




oRINT 110, KCGUNT,JCOUNT,NFUNC,INDEX(NFUNC),II,I,JJ,J,IVV,IV 
ST(1P6 
CONTINUE 
DO 900 r-l,NFUNC 
KcI+(1*(1-1)"2 
WRITE(3,789) B(1),S(I<) 











P~I~T 1005, NDATA,kFU~C,NNDEG,SUMY,SUMV*SU~V,YSOSU~,B~,BRl,Al,A2 
1005 FORMAT (*l*,*FUNDAM~NTAl STATISTICAL PARA~ETERS*II 
llX,*TOTAL MEASUREMENTSCNDATA'.,T40,*- *,161 
21X,*NUM~ER O~ MODEL CGEFFICIENTS(NFUNCl*,T40, •• *,14/ 
31x,*nEGoEE O~ M~DEL(NNnEG)*,T40, ... *,13/ 
41v,*SUMV*,T40,*- *,E15.81 
51X,*SUMY SOUAPED(SUMY X SUMY'*,T40,* .. *,f15.8/ 
61X,*VSO$UM.,T40,*. *,E15.81 
71X,*VEXPSOSUM(RR).,T40, ••• ,[15.8/ 









































































CALCULATE THE DEGREE VARIANCES(AVERAGE SQUARE) OF THE 
SPHERICAL HARMONIC MODEL. 
LET THE FIRST FIVE(S) ELEHENTS OF THE ARRAY R CONTAIN 
VARDEGCl THROUGH 5), FO~ 5-TH DEGREE MODEL. 
00 525 I-l,MMORD 
FeI)-O. 
R(I)-O. 
COMMENT -- INN IS THE DEGREE OF THE COEFFICIENT. 
INN-I 
IJ-I+1 
00 524 J-l,IJ 
COMMENT -- JMM IS T~E ORDE~ OF THE COEFFICIENT. 
JMM-J-1 
COMMENT -- If JMM-O, COEFFICIENT IS ZONAL. 
C IF JMM-INN, COEFFICIENT IS SECTORAL. 
C OTHERWISE THE COEFFICIENT IS TESSERAL. 
C 
IF (JMM.EQ.O) GO TO 518 
IF (JMM.EQ.I~N) GO TO 520 
caM~ENT -- CALCULATE B INDEX FOR TESSE~AL COEFFICIENTS. 
NT-INN-JMM 
COMMENT -- JMHM IS THE NUMBER o~ PRECEDING ROWS CONTAINING TESSERAL 
C FUNCTIONS. 
JMMM-JMM-l 
IF (JHMM.EO.O) GO TO 517 


















































PROG~A~ GLSIUN2 74174 OPT-I 
KEVEN-3*MMOPD+2*NT 
Kr:loO-l+KEVEN 
GO TO 521 
FTN 4.7+485 













GO TO 521 
520_CONTINUE 





COMMENT -- CALCULATE THE "SOUARE ROOT" OF THE EVEN AND ~OD TERM 
C CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE DEGREE VARIANCES. 
EVEN-S(KEVEN) 
REVEN-R(I<EVEN) 
IF (KonO.EQ.-99) GO TO 522 
ODo-I3(KOOD) 
ROOO-R(KOOO) 







PRINT 1001, I,J,KOOO,ODD,ROOO,KEVEN,EVEN,REVEN,F(!) 
1001 FOR~AT (IX,.r-.,I3,. J-*,I3, 
1* KODD-.,13,. ODO-*,E15.8, 
2. RODO-.,E15.8,. KEVEN-.,13, 




CIJM~ENT F( 1) CONTAPIS VALUES FOk THE MEAN S~UARE' DUE TO 
C COEfFICIENTS PER DEGREE. 
COM~ENT F(I+NNDEG) CONTAINS VALUES OF DEGREES Of FPEED8M 























































































PRINT 1002, BR,BRI 
1002 FORMAT (1X,*BR-*,f15.8,*BR1-*,E15.8) 
TPOWER-O. 
DO 550 I-l,NNOEG 
TPDWER-TPOWER+R(I) 
550 CONTINUE 
PRINT 590, VAROATA,VARMOO,XMSM,MOF,VARERR,XMSE,IEROF, 
1VARMOO/VAROATA,TPOWER,Al,A1+A2,Al+A2 
590 FORMAT (1IIT31,*PERCENT.*,T49,*VARMOO*,T66,*OEG. CONTRIB.*, 
*T83,*ACCUMUlATIVE*,T100,*MEAN SQUARE*,Tl17,*OEG. FREEOOM*I 




31X,.RATIO - *,E15.81 
41X,*TPOWER- *,E15.811 
5T43,*A1-*, E15.8,T64,E15.8,T81,E15.8) 






DO 535 I-l,NNOEG D.ATMQO_2 
CAPPA-F(I)*F(I+NNOEG) OATM002 
AfCUM-ACCUM+CAPPA OATM002 
PRINT 595, I,~(1),S(I),CAPPA,CAPPA+A2,ACCUM,F(I),F(I+NNDEG) OATMOD2 
5q5 F~RMAT (1X,*VAROEG(*,I2,*). *,E15.8,T36,F10.5,T47,E15.8,T64,E15.B,OATM002 
1T81,E15.8,T98,E15.8,T117,F5.0) OATM002 
COMMENT -- lET R(I) NOW CONTAIN PEPCENTAGE POWER. OATM002 
P(I)·(R(I)/TPOWE~)*100. 04TM002 
535 CONTINUE OATM002 
0(1 545 I-1,NNOEG OATM002 
PRINT 585, I,RfI) OATM002 
585 FOR~AT(lX,I2,5X,*PERCENT. POWER- *,F10.5) OATM002 
545 CONTINUE DATMOD2 
950 CONTINUE GlSRAN2 
999 CONTINUE GLSRAN2 











100 FORMAT (lX,*Zl- *,E15.6,5X,*Z2- *,E15.6,5X,*y- *,E15.8,5X,*ER- *, GLSRAN2 
1E15.8) GLSRAN2 
105 FOR~AT (TI0,*T- *,F15.8) GLS~AN2 
110 FORMAT (*1~,.STOP6 INDICATES A POTENTIAL RUN-AWAY LOOP SITUATION EGLSRAN2 
lXISTS IN LOOP - 7C IN GLSRAN2.*/IX,*THE FOLLnWING FARAMETERS ARE PGLSRAN2 
?RINTED AS DIAGNOSTIC AIDS -- KCOUNT,JCOUNT,NFUNC,lNDEX(NFUNC),Il,IGLSRAN2 
3,JJ,J,IVV,iV*/IX,lO(I5,5X» GLSRAN2 
175 FORMAT (*1*,IIIIIIIIIIT25,*BEGIN PRINT FOP CASF NUMBER .,13111111IGLSRAN2 
11/1) GLSRAN2 
200 FORMAT (T10,E15.8,T30,EI5.8,T50,E15.8,T2,13,T72,E15.8,T90,14,TI0l,GLSRAN2 
112,TII0,12,TI20,11) GLSRAN2 





215 FORMAT (1111X,A7l GlSRAN2 
789 FORMAT(2(5X,EI5.8» OATM002 
END GLSRAN2 
























20332 Al REIlL 
55137 B RE:Al ARk-AY 
20331 B~ REH 
20357 CAPPA REt.L 
I I b EP. PEAL I I 
203~O F f.iEAl AkRAY 
20256 lCASE INTFGEP 
20275 ICIJUtJT INiEGER 













Su8ROuT~~E Gl~CORl 74/74 OPT-l fTN 4.7+485 
SU5RCUTINE GLSCORl (F,S,R,W,B,Y,N,NV,lCOOE,SUMY,YSQSUM,IERR) 
Dl~FNSION ~(N),S(NV),R(N),B(N) 
C 






























COMrE~T -- SUMMATIO~ OF THE ~ AND S AFRAYS. 
c 
C 
IF CICODf.HI.O) GO TO 150 















COMrZ~T -- C~LCUlATL THE UPPE~ FULL TRIANGlF OF THE S-M4TRIX AND STORE 
C THE kE5UlT IN TH~ QhE-OIMEh510haL ARRAY, $, DIMENSIONED 




Du 175 J-l,H 
DG 175 l-l,J 
I<-J+(J*(J-1»/2 
S(K)&S(K)+f(l)·~(J)*w 



































lNT n' (LS CLv 1 
LCM~fNl F1ND INVlRS~ 0f SAND STwKc IN S. 
C flhC ESTIMATION PARAhtlE~~, b-SR kH~RE S IS NOW TH~ 
C ((VARIANCE MATRIX OF PARAMETRIC ESTIMATION. 
lCP-J 
(t., Ll S P C I/".J (N, S , J G P , D t.1 , I ~ C k L. E ,IE k R ) 
1 F (1 C liU (. E Q. 0) GO TO 2 ~ 0 
Dl 225 !cl,N 
e (1)-u. 
CL 225 Jal,,," 
lL=l 
JO-J 







2: 0 C (I f, T 1 N U' 
R~lU~N 
U,C 
SYKbOLIL RlFl~LN(l MAP (P-I) 
NTt<.Y PJ}tT~ 
3 Gl S COd lC·l GLSC['VJ, 30 GL!)$UMl 
At<lAt3L~~ S~ TYPf J(ELlICATION 
0 b t~ b\t AHAY F.P. lo!; [JE i Ri.AL 
0 r RUL ARkAY F.F. 161 1 pntGc~ 
L lCDut. 1:.' t:Gf"· F.Ol. Co I ;:" . -,,;.,. INTr:G!:::R 
101 H' ! f\H GO, 164 .. uP INTEGER 
16b l~C~U J~l i:G::,:l 162 J INTEGER 
170 J[ ... 1"lEGH :.i.63 K INTi:G£R 
" 
1\ J NT tG~R F.p. C r-.v INT£:.GtR 
















~U8ROU1INE SIMDATl 74/74 OPT-l FTN 4.7+485 





COM~~hT -- SEE REALDAT FOR EXPLANATlON OF DATA TO BE SIMULATtD AS INPUT. 
c 
c 
If CMORD.hE.O) CALL SIMDAT3 
IF (IFUNC.EQ.I) GO TO 2~ 
IF (lFUNC.EQ.2) GO TO 125 
IF (lFUNC.E~.4) GO TO 250 
rFCNC-~q9 
R[TU~N 




CALL POLY (f,BETA,N) 
50 CONTINlJF 
y .. y+q~ 
HTURN 
COMMi;NT -- CALCULATi: THE FIRST "NP" ZONAL SPHERICAL HARMONIC FUNCTION.S. 
125 eor-.TlNUE 
CALL SPHAkh (F,N) 
135 em. TINUE 
y-o. 
0(1 150 l-l,N 
Y-Y+BETA(ll*F(l) 
150 CO~:TINUE 
GG lC 50 
cur~E~T -- END ~fHi~ICAL HAkrOhlC CALCULATIONS. 
c 
c 
CUf'!M;:NT -- CALCULATE: THE "NP" H:URll:R fUNCTIONS, OTHER THAN F' 1) -1. 
2 50 C O~: T j N U f 
ctll FGRfNC1 (F,N) 
G(l TO 135 















~UB~D~IINE RLkL~tl 7't/74 [Pl-1 t= T j~ 4. 7 + 4 B ~ 





CGMr:t.t.l -- EXPLt.raTIOh JF Ihi-UT. 
~ X 
































AN GL t( RArl AHS ) 
~F (MOPD.EQ.O) G8 TO l~ 
RlAD (2) X,Z,Y 
It (~aF(?» 2~,5n 
l~ CL~TINL~ 
~r/D(Z) X,Y 




~ ~ C, lI" T J ,~~ r 

































SU8kOuTINl REAlDAT 74/74 OPT-l 
c 
c 
IF (lFUNC.EO.2) GO TO 1:;'0 
IF (IFUNC.£C.3) GO TJ 250 

















CALL SPHARh (F,N) 
kETU~N 










CALL fOiFhCl (F,N) 
RtTUPN 
(NO 
SYMBullC REFEkE~Ct MAP '~-l) 
60J~lJ23. 19.03.20 
0 
· SUBkUUTlh~ POLY 74/74 OPT-l 
i Su8~DUTlhE POLY CF,A,NJ 
COMMeN PI,Xl,X2,YVA~,DX,X,Ek,lFUNC,G 
DlMENSION F(N),A(N) 
.. _ .... ____________ ._. NP-N-l 
5 G-A(NP+I) 
If (NP.EIJ.C) RfTURN 
DC. 15 "'.I,hP 
J-"P+I-I" 
F C M + 1 ) - F 'C M ). X 




SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP (R-I) 
TRY POINTS 
__ .3 .... POL.L._ 

























































FTN 4.7+485 80/01/23. 19.03.20 
REAL I I 
REAL ARRAY F.P. 
INTEGER I I 
INT£:Gl:R 
~t-ITEGER 
REAL I I 














~UBkOUTINE ~PHARM 74/74 OPT-l FTN ' .. 7+485 






c .. .. ... .. .. .. .. . 
CDMMJ:~T 
C 




CALL LfGNDk4 (MPLUS,NDEG,X,Q) 
MaO 










C .. . .. . . .. . . 
CuKMENT 
C 











00 50 l-hhl,NN2,2 
rt .~, + 1 
FS·S~kT(2./~FAC(M+M» 
ft.·Q(M+l,M+l)"f~ 
F ( 1 -1 ) - F ~ .. c: uS (~ .. Z ) 
F(l )-FN.SltHM*Z) 
50 em. Tl NUf:: 
if (MO"O.lCi.U RETURN 




* * .. .. • .. .. 
'ALCUlATE THE hUMT~~·h-Nh2 TESSERAL FUNCTlONS. 
80/01/Z~. 19.03.20 









D~ 75 1-~Nl~NN2~~ 












SYMb~LIC RLFFR~NCE MAP (Ral) 
.. TRY POINT~ 
3 St'HAI(I'" 
~RIA8ltS !IN TYP= j.,LlDCATIDl': 
4 OX kEAl 1 1 b 
0 F KEAl ARRAY F. P. l!d 
152 fS HAL 147 
7 J H;I't(. JhlFGEF" I I lOfO 
14 MtJRiJ r N. T ! (,::;,~, 1 I 143 
0 N Ihi £.GH' F.P. 14j 
154 Ii 1\ It-iTFG;:P 150 
151 N~; 2 INTtGt.R 144 
0 PI kEAl I I l55 
5 X ReliL I I , J. 
2 }{Z r{fAl I I lO 
3 YVA"- ~EAl I / 13 
11 L1 ~LIIL I 1 12 
FTN 4.7+485 60/01/23. 19.03.20 







Ii P INTE\;ER 
Q REAl M<RAY 
Xl REAL I I 
Y REAL I 1 
Z REAL I, ~ 





fUt-.l TlUl\ I<"~C 74/74 I.iPT·l 
1 LLLlLE fUhCTIOk iFAC (Nu) 
~fAC·1. 
5 
If(NO.lT.2) GO TJ 11 
LiCi 9 l-lINt! 
kf~C-RfA(.J 
9 CLf\iT INU l 
11 fc HUkN 
t:ND 
SYM80l1C ~~FE~tNCE MAP (R-l) 
J.~y_ POJ.~l S 
5 .HAC 
RIAtlLtS Sf\! TVto' E fHLOCATIOh 
30 1 lNTf:Gl':k 
Zb iUAC uJLJBLE: 
--
ATt;tu=,H LAd ElS 
0 9 24 11 
o ... 0 
OPS LIBEL 
1b 9 








A TIS r 1(;S 
~ROGRAti LENGTH . 31B 25 
~20006 eM USED 
" 
FTN 4.7+48~ 80/01/23. 19.03.2C 
INTEGER F.P. 












S~BPOUTINE FD~fNCl (F,h) 
CCM~CN rl,Xl,X2,YVAR,CX,X 
OIMF.NSIO~ feN) 
.** ••••••••••• * •••• * •• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CLiMI"jENT 
C 
NP-~-l FUURIER FUNCT!ONS ARE CALCULATED 















THeSE NP FUNCTlON~ ARE OF THE FORM, 
F(Z*l)-CO~ (I*X) 









••••••••••••••••••• ** ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
M-(N-l)/2 






SYMBOL!C RtFtFE~cr MAP (Ral) 
,TRY ~(;I"TS 
3 fOkHH.l 
\RIABlt.S SN THE j.[lIJC4TION 
4 OX ,HAL I I C F ~'fAL 
24 J. INltGi:F: 23 M INT':GF.R 
0 N INTEGER F.P. 0 PI l'E.Al 
5 X PEAL I I 1 Xl f<EAL 

















S U.BRLJl.J t.II'1 E l E fiN Oit" 74/74 OPT-l 
SUBROUTINE LEGNOR4 (NORO,NOEG,COlAT,P) 
DIMENSION P(l3,l) 
DOUBLE 0(13,13) 









IF (NOlG.tO.1.ANO.MORO.~Q.O) RETURN 
N-c-
50 CONTINUE 
.If UlORD. 1\1. OJ GO TO 150 
t-/-t-,+1 
75 COfl:TINUE 
COMrENT -- CALCULATt ZERO ORDEk TER~ OF DEGREE N+l 
C PREVIOUS ZERO ORDER TEPMS. 
Q(1,N+2)·«2.N+l)*X*Q(1,N+l)-N*C(1,N»/(N+l) 
Pi1,N+2,-C(1,N+2) 
IF (MO~D.EQ.O.AND.NDEG.EO.N+1) RETURN 
GO TO 50 
150 CONTINUE 
N-tal 
1'1 .. ( 
225 CCf'lTli'iUE 
FTH 4.7+485 
.WITH THE TWO· 
COM~ENT -- C~LCLlATE HIGHL~ THAN ZERO OROEP TERMS OF O~GREE N. 
1'1-"+1 
IF (X.tQ.l •• JR.X.EO.-l.) GL TC 2jO 
100: c. 
IF (~.GF.M+2) TOaC(M+l,N-l) 
0(~+1,h+1)-TO+(2*N-l)*Sl~E*Q(~,N) 
GG 1l: 30t 
250 CU~iT1NUE 
Q(r;+l,N+l)·C. 
300 (.0 r. T ! N U E 
p(r+l,N+l)-Q(M+l,N+l) 
l~ (M.EO.hLRD.AND.N.~Q.NDEG) RETURN 
If (~.FO.N.OR.~.EQ."ORD) GO TO 75 
GO TO 225 
<, 




~U8~~WTINl LEE~uR~ 74/14 (IPT-l FTN 4.7+48!i 
n.L 
~D N~. SEv~~!TY DETAlLS D1AG~D~15 Jt PRO~L[M 
12 1 p ARRAY RlF~~~NC~ OUTSIDE D!MENSIUN BOUNDS. 
SYMbUllC PEfE~F.NCl MAP (R-l) 
.lilJolY .P ill N T S 
3 LiGNO ... 4 
ARIABLES :)N THE H Loe A Tl Ol~ 
" 
CllLAT R[~l F.". 
1b1 1'10kO INTlGER 
___ .. 0 . NUt;G INH.G£k F. P. 
0 P RlH AkJ<,:.y F • .,. 
157 SlNt. DOUt!LE 
155 X OLUBtE 
:XTEkNALS TYPt; ARGS 
.. __ ellS REAL 1 LIBf.AR Y 
·TATEMf;NT LIoSELS 
35 !10 itO 
101 225 132 
J.AI.l~rItS_. 
PKOGkAM LE"GTH 7(;7B 455 
52C100B eM USED 
103 rl IN TEGER 
1b2 ... IN HGER 
0 NORD INTeGER 
Ib5 ~ eDU6L. E ARRAY 
104 Te Ji.:AL 




















SUB.kOLJTINE .SuBSl 74/74 OPT-l 
SU8RDUTINE SUBSI (INOEX,NN,MrtORC,N,MORO) 
D1ME~SIDN INDEX (NN) 
CDMMENT -- ~EfIN~ REQUiRED PARAMlTERS. 





NSS -N ZS+NS S EC 




Nt. ZON -N DE G+ 1 
~Zh-NMZON 
NM~ EC -Z*MORD 
NSI". -NZM+NMS EC 
FTN 4.7+485 
COMMENT -- CALCULATE THE ELLMcNTS DF THE INDEX ARRAY. 




00 100 KSEC-ISS,NSS 
K-K+l 
1 N D EX C KS c C ) c K 
100 Cot-.TINlJf. 
If (NSTES.EQ.O) GO TO 20P 
'. 
COM~ENT -- IROwS IS THE TOTAL NuMBER OF ~OWS OF TESSERAL FUNCTIONS . 
C TN THl SUBSET MODEL. 
lRLW!) aM.MORD-l 
K·"'Sr-: 
CG~~LNT -- LEFT l~ THL NUMBER OF 'MA~TER' SPHERICAL HARMONIC TESSERAL 
C FUNCTILNS REMAINT~G IN RU~ lRuW. 
U:fTaO 
KH:S-NS~ 
LL 175 lRDWal,lROW~ 
,,·I\+lEFl 
COMM~~T -- NOMTk IS THE hUMBER Of 'MAST~R' MODEL TESSERALS IN RJW IROW. 
8Dl01123. ~9~03.20 
C NOMrT~ IS THE NUMBfR Or ·SuBSET' HODEL lcS5FRALS IN ROW IROW. 
Nl~TR-(nORD-IROW)*Z 
NOhMTR·(hML~D-IROW)·Z 









_____ . _____ -1.5_0_. Ctt: TI NU E. 
50 
LE FT -N.OM H.-NOMM TR 




SYMBOLIC REFERENCE M1P (R-l) 
--.--.... -~. _ .. - -
HRY POINl S 
3 SUBH 
'RUBLES SN TYPe f..ElOCATIOt-. 
u If\!DD If\! HGt.F APRAY F.P. 
_..122._.1f..OW5. .INHGcR 
107 11S INTt:GH 
121 1I.~f:' INTE:G~R 
124 KTE!l INTEGER 
123 LEfT INHGfR 
0 1''\(1 R (; INTEGER F.p. 
_1 J.2 _ N li E (; INTtGfR 
113 NMICN INHGfR 
101 Nt.:1H:G I NT I:GER 
126 NUMTFt INIlGER 
lOb NS5 INTlG'=!\ 
110 !iSlES Ifl!HGEk 
III NTS _________ INTEGER 
103 NIS INl EGER 
I ATEt1ENl LA~ELS 
0 50 0 
0 175 ICC 
FTN 4.7+485 80/01/23. 19.03.20 
125 IROW INTEGER 
IJ4 ISS INTEGER 
120 K J~T(GER 
BO KS TF. P INTEGER 
117 KZON INTEGER 
0 MMORD INTEGER F.P. 
0 N INTEGER F.P. 
115 NMSEC INTeGER 
0 Nfl! lNTI:GER f.P. 
127 NDMMl K INTEGER 
lIb !iSM INTtGER 
10? N~StC INTEGER 
102 NSZUN INTeGER 
lIlt NZM INTEGER 














SL'BkOliTl NE SlJBS2 74/74 CJPT-l FTN 4.7+4b5 
SUBROUTINE SUBS2 (INDEX,M,MORDl 
COMMENT GIVEN A NUM8E~, M, Of lNDEPENDENT OBSERVATION~, SUBROUTINE 
C SUBS2 CALCULATES THE ARRAY INDEX wHICH CONNECTS THE INDICES 
C Of THE S-MATRICES(UPPER FULL TRIANGLES ONLY) OF T~ MASTER 
C MGDEL(ORDER-MORD) AND THf SUBSET MODEL(SIZE TO BE 
C DETtkM1NcD IN THIS SUBROUTINE bASED ON M). 
C 





COMhENT NMSEC IS THE MAXl~UM NUMBER OF SECTORAL FUNCTIDNS Ih THE 
C MASTER MODEL. 
e rMAX IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBcK OF ZONAL FUNCTluNS IN THE, . 
(. MAST E~ MDDEl -- .REf-ERkE.l) TO AS I'HUON IN S UBROUT INE SU.B5..l. 
IM~XSQ-IMAX*IMAX 
COM~ENT -- IMAXSQ IS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF fUNCTIONS AVAILABLE IN THE 
C MASTER MOuEl. 
IF (fi-IMAXSu) 15J225,250 
15 CON Tliiu:: 
DC. 25 I-Z ... H'IAX 
If (1*I.G1."') GO TO 50 
25 l.CNT1NUt 
COMMENT -- THIS lLOP ~HOULD NuT F1N1SH NQ~MAlLY. IF IT Does A 





S25 FukMAT (*l* .... EXECUTION STOPP~U IN SUBROUTINE SUBSZ.) 
~1[;P4 





* • • • 
.. 
* 
COMMtNT -- NISSEL Ah~ NISZON A~t THE hUMBER OF SECTORAL AND ZONAL 
C Fu~CTItNS, ReSPECTIVELY, IN TH~ l~ITIAL SUBSET MODEL OF 
C ORutR- 1-2. 
Ht!Ff -M-NISZON.Nl~ZON 
* 
BO/Oll23. 19 .. 03 .. 20 
t0M~EhT -- MOIFF IS THE DIFFERiNC~ B~T~iEN M AND TH~ NUMB~R OF fUNCT~~~S 













HZLN -11 Ol FF-MS EC 
MH:S-O. 
CLft~ENI -~ hSECAND ~ZON ~RE THE NUMSER OF EXTRA SECTORAL AN~ ZONAL 
CFUNCll!lN~1 RESPECTl\lELr.. .MTE~ IS TH.E NUMBER OF E.\lRA 
C TESSEtAL FUNCTIUNS R~QUIREOI IF ANY. 
llEST-NlSSEC+MSEC-NMSEC 
rf UT£~T) 75,75,70 
70 cern INUE 
COM~ENI -- MSlC+N1S~EC IS LAkGER THAN NHSEC, THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF 





IF (lTESTl ti5,b5,bO 
to tL"J!NLE 
MZO~-IMAX-NISZO~ 
M1 tS -rHES + lIES T 
~5 CO/·,lINUf 
COMr~"l -- THE CALC~LATION ~f MT~S IS NOT ACTUALLY REQUiRED IN ORDER 
, TO ~lNu N~TES -- HOWc~~R, AS A DEBUGGING AID IT I~ A 








11 ~ - t-' S S + 1 
NSSd':-f.jSS-t\ZS 







Dl 12~ KZON-l,~ZS 
l~DEX(KZJh)-KZC~ 





li (~SSE(.Ll.l) GO 10 15~ 
K -I ""1)1., 
&[ lS~ KSEC&lSS.~SS 
K-"+l , 

























SlJBRDLfINE SU8S2 74/74 OPT·l FTN 4.7+485 
l~5 COtiTINUE 
If (NSTES.lT.I) GD TO 180 
COMMENT -- iPOWS IS THE TOTAL NUMBtR OF ROwS OF TESSERAl FUNCTIONS 
C IN THl SUBSLT MODEL. 
c 
lkOw~-1-2 
NOTE -- RECALL THAT NlSZDN-I-l 
If (hISZOM*NISZON.EQ.M) lROWS-IROWS-1 
K·3*MDRO+I 
COMM2NT -- LEFT IS THE NUMBEk OF 'MASTER' SPHERICAL HARMONIC TESSERAl 
t FUNCTIONS REMA1NING IN ROW .IROW. 
u:'FT·O 
t<HS .. NSS 
DO 175 IRGw-l,IROW5 
K-I<+LEfT 
CD~MENT -- NUMTR l~ THE NUMBER OF 'MASTER' MODEL TESSERALS IN ~ow IPDW. 
.80/01.123. 19.m..2.O 




IF (NISZO~.NISZON.EU.M) NuMMTR-NOMMTR-2 
DG ItO K~TfP·l,NO~MTR 
KTE~·KTE~+l 
IF (KTeS.GT.i'l) GD TL lEO 
K·I\+I 
INO[X(KTES)·K 
160 CLt, Tl NuE 
LEfT-NOMT~-NOMMTR 
175 Cut TINUE 
180 CON TliiUi 
RfTUi"N 
• lZS' C.OAlTINtJE 
PRINl 95(', r. 
950 FO~~AT (1IIIIlx,.~· .,14,*, IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF FUNCTlONS AV.ll 
lA8L[ l~ THi ~?~CIFIED rA~TER MJOEL.*IIX,*THEREFJkE, TH~ UPPER FULL 
2TkJA~GLE or THe MAST~~ MeD~l ~ILL dE REAU OIRECTLY FROM T4PE AND 
3US~D IN lHf FOlLO~ING C'lCUlATION~ •• ) 
GO 1(; 3vO 
2~O COt.TINUE 
P~JNT ~75, M,IMAXSQ 
975 FG~M~T (111111X,.TH~ ~U~~~R OF lNDEPENDENT aBSER~ATIONS, .,T4,*, I 
1S G~EArlR THAN TH~ NUMBEk OF FUNCTIONS, *,14,*, CDhTAIhEO IN THE S 
2P ECIFlfu MA~Tfk MOD~L •• /l~,.THEREFDkE, THE UPPER FULL TRIANGLE Of 
__ .-SUBkOUT1NESlJBS2 71t/71t OPT-1 FTI" 4.7+ItA5 
- 3THE "ASTtR MODEL WILL Bl R~AD DIR~CTLY FROM TAP~ AND US~D ·LN THE 
. _.4F~LLDWING CALCuLATIONS •• ) 
300 CON T ltilJE 








SYMBGLIC REF~~ENCE MAP (R-l) 
,TRY POINT~ 
3 SUB~2 
AklABLES. SN TYPE F. E: l DC A T I ON 
114 1 INH.GER 112 IMAX INl':GER 
113 If'iAX~Q INTE-GlR 0 INDEX INTEGfR ARRAY 
141 Ir.OW INTEGER 136 lROWS INTi;GER 
125 ISS INTlGER 123 ITEST INTt:GER 
127 lTS JNTLGlR 134 K. HHEGER 
135 KSf\: ltiTf:GFR 144 K~TEP INTEGER 
140 KTES IN1 E:GER 133 KZON INTEGfR 
137 U.Fl INT[G[P U M INTfGEk 
.117 MLJIFF 11'llf:GER. C r"IURD INTEGE~ 
120 M!>EI.. JNnGt:~ 122 MTf7S INTEGER 
121 ,.,Zu~ J~T~GlR 11:- N1SSEC It-.Ti::GER 
.110 hISZON INTlGLR lJ.l NMSfC' pnEGEf: 
143 N[iMMh. INHGLtl 142 NOMTP INTeGER 















SUBROU1INf SUBS3 (INDEX,NfU~~,NDfb,MORD) 
CON~~NT -- PARTICULAR COtFFICI~~T5 Of INT~REST ARE SPECIfIED AS CARD 
C INPLT TO BE READ FROM THIS SUBROUTINE. THE NUMBER OF 
C ___ ,FUNC IlDNS.I NFUNC, .10 Bt ~AD IS A FORMAL PARAltETER Df THIS 
C SUBROUTINf AND DEFINES THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS CONTAINED 
( IN THt A~RAY INDEX. 
DIMENSIO~.lNDlX(NFUNC) 
DO lvO lab NFUNC 
READ (5, Q15) LJRD,LDfG,LEO 
CDMMENT LORD -- DkD~R OF fUNCTION. 
C LDlG -- DEGkft ur FUNCTION. 
C LEO -- -0, fUNCTION IS EVEN. 






lF (LORD.f:Q.O) GO TO 25 
IF (lORD.di.LDEG) GO TO 50 
Ka(~DEG+l)+2*MORD+~~O+LJRD.(2·LuEG-LORD-l)-l 
GO TU 75 
cm TINUE 
K-LDEG+l 









92~ fDfMAT (lX,.FUNCTION hUMbER *,14,. HAS BE~N SPECIFIED AS ~RDERa *, 
lIZ,·, CiGR[t- *,12,*, _ND LlO- *,I1,*. K- *,T4) 
[I'lL 
















SUbkCUTlkE P~TSYMl (S,NVV,NFUNC,ICO~E) 
COMM~NT S IS A VE~TOR ~HICH CnNTAl~S.lHt UPPER FULL TRIANGLE OF 



































DO 2U Jal,NFUNC 





wHekt ~FUNC I~ THF Or.DER OF THE KATRIX Z. 
PRTSY~l wILL EITHER, 
A. PkINT THE VECTJK S AS THt UPPEt<. FULl. TRIA.NGlE OF ZI 
ICDDE-ul OK, 
ti. HUNT THE LURR£LATION FORM OFZ(SAJ1E FORMAT. ~ ... a.oll.EJ _____ ..... ___ ....... . 
fLF.. leUDE-l. 
NFUNC AS D:FINcu IN GLSRAN2 IS THE NU~BER OF COLUMNS IN THE 
Z-t-lATRIX. 
MeoL - NUMBER wr ('uLLJMN~/lINE OF PRINT Aftu.l1US1 af IN 
AGREEMtNT WITH FORMAT STATE~ErlT 900 AND 950. 
THE ARRAY A D1MEk51UNED AS A(MCOL) IS USED FOR PRiNTING 
SL THAT S ~lLL NOT bE ~cSTKOYED WHEN lCOOE-l. 
Z 15 DIVIDED INT~ Ii SECTIDh~ FOR PRINTING. 
JIDX w J lNDEX OF ~lRST COLUMh 
Fnr A ~A~T!CUlAR SiCfICN, KSEC. 
JhDX a J INDEX OF lAST CULU~~ 
FO~ A PART!~ULAR SfCT10h, KSEC. 
JNCX ALSO - 1 INDFX OF LA~T ~OW 
fuR A f4kT!~ULAR SECTIG~, KSEC. 














SUbKOUTINE P~TSYM1 74/74 OPT-l 
If (IOlFf.~~.O) GO TO 25 
HalRATIO 
HI FF-MCOL 
25 CONT INUE 
DLJ 100 KS H' -1,1 R 
Jltx-JNliX+l 
J~tXcJNuX+'MCtJl 
IF (~StC.EQ.IR) JNDX-(JNDX-MCOL)+IOIFF 
JE~DcJNDX-'KSEC-l)·MCOl 
HINT 95(u (J.,J-JIDX,JNDX) 
L( 100 I-l,JNDX 
OL 3u J-JIDX,JNDX 
JI-J-(KSEC-l)*MCOL 
A(Jl)-O. 
30 CONTl NLE 
If CJ..GT.JiuX) JIDX-JlDX+l 
DO 50 J-JILX,JNDX 
JlaJ-(KSEC-1)*MCOl 
Kc(J*(J-l) )/2+1 








PRINT ~OO, 1,(A{JI)#Jl.l,J~ND) 
Ito Cut'-ITINUE 
f~f1UPN 
CI~O FOFNAT (14,13,12(::10.3» 
~50 FUR~AT (/ITll,12(!3,7X)/) 
E/'oiL 
SYMBOLIC R~FtkENCE MAP (ReI) 
FTN 4.7+485 BO/O~J23. 1~03.20 
Appendix H - FOURIER SERIES REPRESENTATION OF A DISCRETE DATA SET 
The Four; er seri es approxi mati on takes the form 
(H-l) 
where g(x) is periodic over 2~ and q s Q. If now f(x) isa function for 
2Q + 1 discrete equally spaced values of x over the same period as g(x) above, 
'a set of Fourier coefficients may be found that satisfies equation (H-l) by 
using the least-squares criterion. Let Er be the error associated with the 
rth value of x, then 
and 
(H-2) 
The least-squares technique as discussed earlier in this report requires 
that 
r[f(x ) - A - i (A cos(tXr) + B sin(txr ))]2 r r 0 t=l 9., 9., 
be minimized. This leads to 
A = _1 ~ 
o 2Q r=-Q+l f(x r), (H-3a) 
Q 
At = ~ r f(xr)cos(tXr), 
r=-Q+1 
(H-3b) 
for 9., 1- 0, Q, 
A. = _1 ~ f( ) (Q ) Q 2Q L ,xr cos xr ' r=-Q+l (H-3c) 
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and 
1 Q 14 B = - E f(xr)sin(lXr ). i Q r=-Q+l (H-3d) 
Equations (8-3) may be rewritten as 
(H-4a) 
2 1 AR. = Q [2 Ho + Hl cos (,R.Xl ) + H2 cos( R.X2) + ... + 





H(x) = ! [f(x) + f(-x)] (H-5a) 
and 
1 14 G(x) = 2 [f(x) - f(-x)]. (H-5b) 
Equations (H-4) and (H-5) then give the required Fourier coefficients which 
will satisfy equation (H-l). 
Since f(x) is periodic over 2~, 
so that there are 2Q independent pieces of data. Then, as the objective of 
this Fourier series representation is data interpolation, rather than say 
"smoothing", the q in equation (H-l) takes on the val ue Q so that all 2Q 
possible terms are used. Equation (H-l) may now be written as 
Q 
f(x) = A + E [Ancos(R.x) + Bn sin(lx)]. o 1=1 ~ ~ (H-6) 
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APPENDIX I - THE OZSTAT2 PROGRAM 
This appendix contains a listing of the OZSTAT2 program and its subroutines. 
The OZSTAT2 program has three basic capabilities: 
a. Data Grouping 
b. Statistical Analysis 
c. Computer Graphics 
'The program is designed to read the BUV data formatted as described in 
Appendix B and to group the data into a global grid system. Based on 
this grid system means and variances are calculated for individual grid 
blocks, latitudinal zones, and for that part of the grid system that 
contains data. These calculations are described in more detail in section 
3. 
Graphics capabilities included in the OZSTAT2 program provide for each case 
a plot of the zonal means with ±l sigma error bars, a scatter diagram of 
the ozone distribution as a function of latitude, and histograms of the 














P~OGRAM OZSTAT2 74/74 OPT-l FTN 4.7+485 80/0.1/Z3. 14.08.48 
PROGRAM OZSTAT2 CINPUT_OUTPUT_TAPES-INPUT_TAPE6-OUTPUT,TAPEIO_ OZSTATZ 
ITAPEll,TAPE12_TAPE13,TAPEI4,TAPE15,TAPE1,TAPE2' OZSTATZ 
COHMON/DD/DATE OZS TAT2 
o IMENS ION A (4), K.C 5), ALATn QO h ADZ (100 h DATE C Z, OZSTill 
DIMENSION SUMXSQ(36,24),KK(36,24),GP(36,24',SUMX(36,24) OZSTAT2 
DIMENSION KCOUNT(36,24),SUHGPSQ(36,24),VARGP(36,24' OZSTATZ 
DIMENSION ILAT(36"RLAT(3B),RKK(36_24)_RLATBND(38'_NAHE(36) OZSTATZ 
DIMENSION RLNGBK(26),RK(26) OZSTATZ 
DIMENSION VARLATB(36),AVGlATB(36)_RAT(36',STDEVP(36',STDEVN(36' OZSTAT2 
DIMENSION XDATA(6) OCT79 
DIMENSION SUMT(36,24"SUMTSQ(36,24),SUHLT(36,24'_SUMLG(36,24, OCT79 
DI"ENSION SUHlTSQ(36,24',SUHLGSQ(36,24) OCT79 
DATA NAM El3HI-1, 3HI -2, 3HI- 3_ 3HI -4,3HI -5, 3HI-6, 3HI-7, 3HI-8, 3HI-9, 4HOZSTAT2 
lI-lO,4HI-11,4HI-12,4HI-13,4HI-14,4HI-15_4HI-16,4HI-17_4HI-IB/ OZSTAT2 
C SET UP PLOT VECTOR FILE OZSTATZ 
C SUBROUTINE PSEUDO (FN h FN - FILENAHE, CAN BE FOUND IN SECTION. . OZSTAI2 
C 1.4.1 OF THE GRAPHICS MANUAL OZSTATZ 
C IF LEROY IS NOT SPECIFIED, LIQUID INK PEN, BAll POINT PEN OZSTATZ 
C IS AUTOMATICALLY CALLED, IF REQUIRED, BY DEFAULT. OZSTATZ 
C LEROY IS ONLY USED FOR THE CALCOHP POSTPROCESSOR. OZSTAT2 
C FIRST FRA~E MUST CONTAIN AT LEAST FIVE PLOT VECTORS WHEN USING OZSTATZ 
C CALCOMP. OZSl~TZ 
CALL PSEUDO(6LMYSAV1' OZSTATZ 
CALL LEROY OZSTAT2 
DO 10 1-1,6 OZSTATZ 
10 CALL CALPLT (0.,0._-3' OZSTATZ 
C * * * * * * * OZSTATZ C INITIALIZE PAPAMETERS FOR SUBROUTINE SELECT OPTIONS OZSTATZ 
C IF JSELECT -0 DO GRID BLOCKS ONLY DZSTATZ 
C IF JSELECT -loa GRID POINTS ONLY DZSTATZ 
C IF JSELECT -2 DO BOTH OZSTAT2 
J SEL ECT-l OZSTAT 2 
JS EL ECT- 2 DZSTATZ 
J SELECT- 0 DZS TAT2 
C MSELECT -0, SKIPS BOTH PLOT ROUTINES OZSTAT2 
C MSELECT-l, CALL AVARPLT ONLY OZSTATZ 
C MSElECT-2, CALL HISTPLT ONLY OZSTAT2 
C MSELECT -3, CALLS BOTH OZSTAT2 
MSELECT -0 OZSTATZ 
MS ELECT -I DZS TAT2 
MSELECT -2 OZSTAT2 


















































































• • • • • PARAMETERS FOR SELECTING GRID BLOCK SIZE 
IS THE LATITUDE DIMENSION IN DEGREES 
IS THE lON§JTUDE.DIMENSION IN.DEGREES. 
NLAT IS THE NUMBER OF ISIZE LATITUDE ZONES 
NLONG IS THE NUMBER OF JSIZE LONGITUDE BANDS 
DIMENSION STATEMENTS MUST BE ADJUSTED FOR EACH RUN ACCORDING 
TO NLAT AND NLONG. 
NLAT-180/ISIZE 
NLONG-360/JSIZE 
PI- A C OS·( -1. ) 
NCALC IS THE NUMBER OF TIME PERIODS OVER WHICH CALCULATIONS 
WILL BE EXECUTED. 
NCALC-e 
NCALC-l 
DO 200 L-l,NCALC 
READ (5,225' K4,NDAY,DATE 
K4 FROM TIME INTERVAL NCAlC+l MUST BE GREATER THAN NDAY 
FROM TIME INTERVAL NeAle 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• TOTAL OZONE DATA IS AVERAGED. MEAN AND VARIANCE ARE PUT INTO 
PARTICUL.R ELEMENTS OF AN NLAT X NLONG GRID SYSTEM. • •• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
IN THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS, CERTAIN PARAMETERS ARE INITIAL1ZED 
IJ IS USED AT STAEMENT 57 
IJ--l 
IEOF IS USED AT STATEMENT 21. IEOF-l INDICATES THAT THE 





DO 15 I-!,NLAT 
DO 15 J-l,NLONG 
KKU,J)-O 
SUI1XSQU,J)-O. 
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SUHTSO U,J )-0. 
SUMLTU, J)-O. 
S U P1l G ( I, J) - O. 
SUHlTSO(l,J )-0. 
SUHl GSO (1, J) -0. 
15 CONTINUE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• IF«MSELECT.EO.0).OR.(MSELECT.EQ.2» GO TO 18 
CALL AVARPLT TO CONSTRUCT AXES AND LABELS FOR SCATTER DIAGRAM, 
MEAN CURVE ~ND STANDARD DEVIATION PLOT. DEFINE M AS ANYTHING. 
H-100 
CALL AVARPlT (VARLATB,AVGLATB,ALAT,AOZ,RAT,STDEVP,STDEVN,HLAT) 
18 CONTINUE 
DO 35 M-1,100 
20 READ(l) (XDATA(J),J-1,6) 
IF (EOF(1') 21,22 
21 IEOF-1 




If (XDATA(1).EQ.1973 •• 0R.XDATA(1).EO.1974 •• 0R.XDATAC1'.EO.1975 •• 
10R.XDATA(I).EO.1976.) K(4'-K(4)+1 







IF (A(4).EO.999 •• 0R.A(4).EO.77.) GO TO 20 
K(4) IS THE DAY NUMBER ••••••••••••••••••••• 
IF (A(4).LT.0.200.0R.A(4).GT.0.65) PRINT 905, XDATA 
905 fORMAT (*0.,TIO,6(E15.B,5X'/) 
If (K(4).LT.IDAy) GO TO 20 
IF (K(4).LE.HDAY) GO TO 30 
BACKSPACE 1 
23 If (M.EO.I) GO TO 25 
IF«MSElECT.EO.0).OR.(MSElECT.EO.2» GO TO 25 
CAll SCAT (VAPlATB,AVGLATB,ALAT,AOZ.H-l,RAT,STOEVP,STDEVN,NlAT) 

































































































PROGRAM 02STAT2 74/74 OPT-I 
GO TO 50 






C OATA RECORDS FOR WHICH THE LATITUDE - 0 DEGREES WILL BE ASSIGNED 
C TO THE NORTHER~ HEHISPHERE. HOWEVER, IT IS BELIEVED THAT NO 
C SUCH RECORDS OCCUR BETWEEN DAYS 101 AND 465. 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••• 
LAT-ABSCA(2» 
I-LAT/ISIZE+1 
IF (Ae2).LT.0) I-I+NLAT/2 
















IF(CMSELECT.EO.0).OR.CMSELECT.EQ.2)) GO TO 18 
CALL SCAT (VAPlATB,AVGLATB,ALAT,AOZ,100,RAT,STOEVP,STDEVN,NLAT' 
GO TO 18 
C •••••••••••••••• *** •• * •• * •••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C BEGIN STATISTICS CALCULATIONS fO~ ~RIO~SYSTEHS. 
50 IF (JSElECT.EO.l) GO TO 97 
PRINT 115, NLAT,ISI2E~JSIZE,NLAT/2,NLAT/2+1,NL~T,NlONG 
PRINT 116, DATE 
PRINT 117, l 
GVAlhO. 
KBLK-O 
DO 65 I-lINLAT 
. , 










































































































C •••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••• 
DO 55 J-l,tROt-lG 





IF (KKCI,J).eO.l) GO TO 52 
VARX-(SUMXSQCI,J)-KKCI,J).AX·AX'/CKKCI,J)-l.) 
VART-(SUMTSQ(I,JJ-KK(I,J)·AT·AT)/(KKlI,J)-l.) 









C SUM IS ACCUMULATIVE OZONE CONTENT/LATITUDE BAND 
SUM-SUM+SUMX(I,J) 
TSUH-TSUM+SUHTCI,J) 
C GSUM IS THE GLOBAL ACCUMULATIVE OZONE LAYER THICKNESS 
GSUH-GSUH+SUMXCI,J) 




PRINT 100, AX,VARX,KKCI,J),I,J,AVLAT,AVlONG,AT,VART 
IF (KKCI,J).EO.O) GO TO 55 
KBlK-KBLK+l 
WRITE (10) (90.-AVlAT).PI/180.,AVLONG.PI/180.,AX.I000. 
C • • • • • • • • • 




































































































PROGRAM alSTAT2 74/74 OPT-l fTN 4.7+485 
C • • • • * • • • • 
C • • • • • • • • • 
C GRID BLOCK DATA FOR NCALC WEEKS IS STORED IN IOATA. 
C NUMBER OF DATA POINTS/GRID BLOCK FOR NCAlC WEEKS 
C IS STORED IN NDATA. . 
55 CONTINUE 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C IISUM IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF OZONE RECORDS USED 
C IN THESE CALCULATIONS. 
IISUH-II5UM+ISUM 
C ***** •• * •••• *.****.** ••• * •• *.* •••••••••• * ••• 
C IlAT(l), I-l,NLAT, 15 THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS/LATITUDE 
C SUCH THAT I-l,NlAT CORRESPONDS TO LATITUDE SANDS FROM 
C TO NORTH. ILAT IS AN INPUT PARAMETER OF HISTPLT. 
IF (I.GE.NLAT/2+1) GO TO 57 
ILAT(I+NLAT/2)-ISUM 
GO TO 58 




C .** •••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




IF (ISUM.EQ.l) GO TO 61 
VARX-(SSQLATB-AX·AX·ISUM)/(ISUM-l.) 
VART-(TSQLATB-AT*AT·ISUM)/(ISUH-l.) 








C • • • • • • • • WRITE (10,910) AX.I000.,SQRT(VARX.IOOOOOO.) 
FORHAT (IX,2(F7.3,2X» C 910 
C • • • * • • 65 PRINT 110, I,AX,ISUM,VARX,AT,VART 









































































































PROGRAM DZSTATl 74/74 OPT-l FTN 4.7+485 801D1/23. llt.O-B.4B 
C • • • • • • • •• OCT79 
C WRITE (10) KK OCT79 
C WIUTE (10) XLAT DCT79 
C WRITE(lO) XLONG llCT.79 
CWRITE(10) XOZ OCT79 
C • • • .. .. • • •• OCT79 
C • • .• • • • • •• DCT79 
C................................. OZSTAT2 
C OZSTATl 




PPINT 135, GVAR,SQRT(GVAR) OCT79 
135 FORMAT nx,.GlOBAL VARIANCE- .,E15.51 DCT79 
llX,.STANOARO OEVIATION- .,E1S.8) .atT79. 
PRINT 925, KBLK . DCT79. 
925 FORMAT (.O.,.A TOTAL OF .,Ib,. BLDCKS ARE FILLED •• ) DCT79 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DZSTAll 
IF (MSELECT.EQ.O) GO TO 71 DZSIAll 
IF (MSELECT.EQ.2) GO TO 70 DZSTAT2 
CAll ASTD (VARlATB,AVGLATB,AlAT,AOZ,thRAT,STDEVP,STDEV~hNlAlt . _ DZS_TU.2 
IF (MSElECT.EQ.l1 GO TO 71 OZSTAT2 
70 CAll HISTPLT (Il~T,KK,NlAT,NlONG,RlAT,RKK,RLATBNO,RlNGBK,RK,NAHe, DZSTAT2 
1NLAT+2,NlONG+2) DZSTA12 
71 CONTINUE OZSlAT2 
C .*.......................................... DZSIAll 
IF (JSElECT.EQ.2) GO TO 97 .DZS1ATl 
GO TO 200 OZS TAT2 
75 PRINT 145, K(4) OZSTA12 
IF(K(4).EQ.173) GO TO 50 OCT79 
PRINT 1bO DZSTA12 
STOP 1 DZSTAT2 
97 CALL GRID CSUMX,SUMXSQ,KK,GP,NlAl,NLONG,KCDUNT,SUMGPSQ,VARGP) DZSTAT2 
C .*......................................... DZSTA12 
C .*......................................... DZSTAT2 
C .*......................................... DZSTAT2 
C··......................................... DZSTAT2 
200 CONTINUE DZSTA12 
CALL NFRAME DZSTAT2 




















































PROGRAM OZSTAT2 74/74 OPT-I FTN 4.7+485 80/01/23. 14.08.48 
100 FORMAT (IX,2(E16.8,5X),I3,5X,2(IZ,5X).T70~F7.3,T8a,F6.3,TI05,F6.3,OCT79. 
ITI19,E15~8) OCT79 
. 110 FORMAT(~O+,*THE AVERAGE OZONE DENSITY FOR THE LATITUDE BAND+/IX,+OZSTAT2 
1CORRESPONDING TQ 1- +~I2,* IS *,E16.8,* THIS CALCULATION IS BAseo OZSTAT2 
20N +,16,+ RECORDS Of OATA+/1X,*THE VARIANCE OF THE MEAN IS +,E16.80ZSTAT2 
1/1X,*TIME AVE~AGE- *,F8.3,10X,*TIHE VARIANCE- *,EI5.8) OCT79 
115 FORMAT (*I+,+IN THE FOLLOWING *,12,* TABLES, OZONE OENSITY HAS BEEOZSTAT2 
IN AVERAGED BY GRID BLOCKS.*/IX,*THESE BLOCKS REPRESENT AN AREA ON OZSTAT2 
2 THE EARTH"S SURFACE THAT IS +,12,+ DEGREES LATITUDE BY +,12,* DEGOZSTAT2 
3REES LONGITUDE.+/IX,*LATITUDE BANDS CORRESPONDING TO LATITUDE INDIOZSTATZ 
4CES 1 THROUGH *,12,* ARE IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE*/IX,*WHILE lATOZSTATZ 
5ITUDE INDICES *,12,* THROUGH *,12,* ARE IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHEREOZSTAT2 
6. LONGITUDE INDICES (1-*,12,*) RANGE FROM*/IX,*THE GREENWICH HERIOZSTAT2 
7DIAN WESTWARD THROUGH 360 DEGREES.+) OZSTAT2 
116 FORMAT (lX,+THESE CALCULATIONS ARE FOR THE TIME PERIOD *,AI0,A4) OZSTAT2 
117 FORMAT (11X,*AND ARE FOR CASE NUMBER *,IZ) OCT79 
120 FORMAT (*0+,T8,*MEAN*,T27,*VARIANCE+,T43,+K(I,J)+,T53,+I+,T60,+J+,DZSTAT2 
IT70,+MEAN LATITUDE+,T88,+MEAN LONGITUDE+,TI05,+AVERAGE TIME*, OCT79 
2T119,*VARIANCE+) OCT79 
125 FORMAT (*0*,17,* RECORDS OF DATA ARE USED IN THE ABOVE CAlCULATIONOZSTAT2 
IS*/IX,+THIS DATA INCLUDES RECORDS FROM DAYS *,14,* THROUGH *,I4,*,OCT79 
2 INCLUSIVE •• ) DZSTAT2 
130 FOPMAT (*O+,+THE GLOBAL OZONE LAYER THICKNESS AVERAGE FOR THIS TIMOZSTAT2 
IE PERIOD IS +,E15.8' OZSTAT2 
145 FORMAT (*O*,*REACHED END OF FILE. DAY NUMBER - *,15) OCT79 
160 FORMAT (,',.O*,*REACHED EOF PRIOR TO LAST DAY ON FILE*) OZSTAT2 
225 FORMAT (2I4,AIO,A4) OCT79 





























!D NR. SEVERITY DETAILS DIAGNOSIS OF PROBLEM 
13 I NAME . DATA VARIABLE LIST EXCEEDS ITEM LIST, EXCESS V-ARIABlES NOT IN"xTIAti"ZED. 












SUBROUTINE GRID 74/74 OPT-l FTN 4.7+485 80/01/23. 14.08.48 
SUBROUTINE GRID (S,SS,K,GP,NLAT,NLONG,KCOUNT,SUMGPSQ,VARGP' GRID 
COMMON/DO/DATE GRID 
DIMENSION S(NlAT,NLONG"K(NLAT,NLOHG',GP(NLAT,NLONG),KCOUNTCHLAT,NGRID 
lLONG), SS CNLAT,.NlON_G), S.UHGPSQ eNlAT ,NlONG), VARGP (NlAT, NLONG) G~l D 
DIMENSION DATE C2' GRID 
M-NLAT /2-1 GRID 
HI-NLAT 12+1 GRID 
M2-NLAT/2 GRID 
H3-NLAT/2+2 GRID 
PRINT 105, NLAT,~2,Ml,M3,NLAT,NLONG GRID 
PRINT 110,DATE GRID 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••• * •• ** •••• * ••• *...... GRID 
C GRID POINTS IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE ARE CALCULATED BELOW GRID 
DO 25 I-I,M GRID 
00 25 J-l,NLONG GRID 
L-J+l GRIQ 
IF (l.EQ.NlONG+1' L-1 GRIP 
N-I+l GRID 
SUMGPSQ (I,J'-SS(I,J'+SSCI,L)+SS(N,J'+SS(N,l' GRID 
KCOUNT(I,J)-K(l,J'+K(I,L)+K(N,J)+KCN,L' GRID 
IF (KCOUNT(I,J).EO.O) GO TO 20 GRID 
GPCI,J)-(S(I,J)+S(!,L)+S(N,J)+S(N,L')/KCOUNT(!,J) G~ID. 
IF (KCOUNTCI,J'.EQ.1) GO TO 21 GRID 
VARGP (I,J)-(SUMGPSQ(I,J)-KCOUNT(I,Jl.GPCI,J).GP(l,J),/(KCOUNT(I,JGRID 
1)-1.) GRID 
GO TO 25 GRID 
20 GP(I,J'-O. GRID 
21 VARGP (1,J) -0. GRID 
25 CONTINUE GRID 
C •• ****.*** •• *** •••••• ***.** •• ***.***.* •• *.. GRID 
C GRID POINTS ALONG THE EQUATOR ARE CALCULATED BELOW GRID 
DO 30 J-l,NLONG GRID 
L-J+l GRID 
IF (l.EQ.NlONG+1) L-l GRID 
SUMGPSQ(P11,J)-SSC1,J)+SSC1,L'+SS(Hl,J)+SSCM1,L' GRID 
KCOUNT (Ml,J'-K(l,J'+K(l,L)+K(Ml,J'+K(Ml,L' GRID 
IF (KCOUNTCH},J'.EQ.O) GO TO 27 GRID 
GP(~l,Jl-(S(1,J)+S(1,L)+S(P11,J)+S(Hl,L)'/KCOUNT(Ml,J' GRID 
IF (KCOUNT(M1,J).EO.l) GO TO 28 GRID 
VARGP (M1,J)-(SUMGPSO(Ml,J)-KCOUNTCMl,J).GP(~I,J'.GP(Ml,J»/(KCOUNGRID 
IT(Ml,J)-l.) GRID 




















































SUBROUTINE GRID 74/74 OPT-I FTN 4.7+485 80/01/23. 14.0B.4S 
27 GP (Ml,J)·O.. GRID 
28 VARGP OIl,J)-O. GRID 
29 GP (M2,J )-0. GRID 
VARGP (M2,J)-0. GRID 
KCOUNT (MZ,J)-O GRID 
30 CONTINU E GRID 
C •••••••••••••••••• ************** •• *.****.** GRID 
C GRID POINTS IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE ARE CALCULATED BELOW GRID 
DO 35 I-M3,~LAT GRID 
DO 35 J-l,NlONG GRID 
L-J+l GRID 
If (L.EO.NLONG+l) L-l GRID 
NaI-l GRID 
SUMGPSO (I,J)-SS(I,J)+SS(I,L)+SS(N,J)+SS(N,L) GRID 
KCOUNT(l,J)-KCN,J)+KCN,L)+K(l,J)+K(I,l' GRID 
IF (KCOUNT(I,J).EO.O) GO TO 33 . GRID 
GP(l,J)-(SCI,Jl+SCl,L'+SCN,J)+S(N,Ll)/KCOUNT(l,J) GRID 
IF (KCOUNT(I,J).EO.l) GO TO 34 GRID 
VARGP (I,J)-CSUMGPSO(I,J'-KCOUNT(I,J)*GP(l,J)*GP(I,J)'/CKCOUNTCl,JGRID 
1'-1.) GRID 
GO TO 35 GRID 
33 GPCI,J'-O. GRID .. 
34 VARGP U,J )-0. GRID 
35 CONTINUE GRID 
C ••• ** ••• *.********.* •••••••• ** ••• * ••••• ***.. GRID 
C KC IS A COUNTER FOR THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA POINTS USED IN THESE GRID 
C CALCULATIONS GRID 
C OZDEN IS AN ACCUMULATIVE SUM OF TOTAL OZONE DENSITY, SUMMED IN A GRID 
C PARTICULAR LATITUDE BAND. GRID 
C KCl IS A COUNTER fOR THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS USED IN THE GRID 
C CALCULATIONS FOR A PARTICULAR LATITUDE BAND. GRID 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *.............. GRID 
KC-O GRID 
DO 55 l-l,NLAT GRID 
OlDEN-a. GRID 
KC 1- 0 GRID 
PRINT 100 GRID 
DO 50 J-I, NL ONG GRID 
KC-KC+KCOUNT(I,J) GRID 
KCI-KCI+KCOUNT(l,J) GRID 
OlOEN-Ol DEN+GP (I, J ).K COUNT u, J) G.~ID 
50 PRINT 125, GPCI,J"KCOUNT CI,J),l,J,VARGP (I,J) GRID 





















































55 PRINT 150, I,AVDEN,KC1 GRID 
PRINT 175_KC GRID 
100 FORHAT (*0*,T4,*HEAN OZONE DENSITY*,T27,*VARIANCE*,T43,*KCOUNT*,T5GRID 
13,*I*,T60,*J*" GRID 
105 fORMAT (*l*_*IN THE FOLLOWING *,12,* TABLES_ OZONE DENSITY HAS BEEGRID 
IN AVERAGED.BY GRID POINTS. LATITUDE INDICES 1 THROUGH *_12 GRID 
2/IX,*CORRESPOND TO THE NORTHERN HEHISPHERE, LATITUDE INDEX *,12,* GRID 
3CORRESPONDS TO THE ECUATOR, AND LATITUDE INDICES *,12,* THROUGH *,GRID 
4I2/1X,*CORRESPOND TO THE SOUTHERN HEHISPHERE. LONGITUDE INDICES AGRID 
5RE SIMILAR TO THOSE ABOVE WITH J- *,12,* CORRESPONDING TO LONGITUDGRID 
6E·0*/1X_*DEGREES OR THE MERIDIAN THROUGH GREENWICH*' GRID 
110 FORMAT (IX,*THESE CALCULATIONS ARE FOR THE TIME PERIOD *,A10,A4) GRID 
125 FORMAT (lX_E16.8,T44,I4,T53,12,T60,I2,T25,E16.8) GRID 
150 FORMAT (*O*,*THE AVERAGE OZONE DENSITY CORRESPONDING TO LATITUDE IGRID 
INDEX *,12,* IS *,EI6.8,*. THIS MEAN IS BASED ON *,16,* DATA POINTGR1D. 
2S.*) GRID 




SYHBOLIC REFERENCE HAP (R-1) 
TRY POINTS 
3 GRIO 
RIABLES SN TYPE RELOCATION 
500 AVDEN REAL 0 DATE REAL ARRAY DO 
0 GP REAL ARRAY F.P. 471 I INTEGER 
472 J INTEGER 0 K INTEGER ARRAY F.P. 
415 KC INTEGER 0 KCOUNT INTEGER ARRAY F.P. 
477 KC1 INTEGER 413 L INTEGER 
465 H INTEGER 466 HI INTEGER 
461 H2 INTEGER 470 M3 INTE GER 
474 N INTEGER 0 NlAT INTEGER F.P. 
0 NLONG INTEGER F.P. 416 OZDEN REAL 


































SURROUTINE HISTPLT 74/74 OPT-l FTN 4.7+485 80/01/23. 14 •. 08.48. 





























ILlT CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS/LATITUDE BAND 
KK CONTAINS THE NUMBER Of DATA POINTS /GRID BLOCK 
FIND MAX VALUES OF ILAT AND KK, ILATHAX AND KKMAX, RESPECTIVELY 
ILATMAX-O $ KI<MAX-O 
DO 15 I-1,NlAT 
IF (IlAT(I).GT.ILATMAX) IlATHAX-IlAT(I) 
DO 15 J-1,NlONG 
IF (I<K(I,J).GT.KKMAX) KKMAX-KK(I,J) 
15 CONTINUE 
PRINT 101 
PRINT 100, ILAT 
PRINT 103, DATE 
PRINT 104 
PRINT 106, DATE 




PRINT 105, (I,I-/1,NlATl) 
DO 20 J-l,NlONG 
20 PRINT 110, J,(KK(I,J),I-H,NlATl) 
IF (NLAT-ICOUNT*18.GT.18) GO TO 19 
M-/1+18 












HIS TPl T 
HISTPLT 
HISTPLT 




























































SUBROUTINE HISTPLT 74/74 OPT-I FTN 4.7+485 80/01/23. 14.08.48 
PRINT 105, (III-M,NlAT) HlSTPl T 43 
DO 22 J-I, NlONG HISTPlT It It 
45 22 PRINT 110, J,(KK(I,J',I-M,NLAT' HISTPLT 45 
c FIND NORMALIZED VALUES OF IlAT AND KK Hl.S lPL T "6 DO 25 I-l,NlAT HISrPlT 47 
C RlAT IS NORMALIZED VALUE OF IlAT HISTPLT Its 
RlATrI)-ILAT(I)/FlOAT(ILATHAX) HISTPL T 49 
50 DO 25 J-1,NlONG HISTPlT 50 
c RKK IS NORMALIZED VALUE OF KK HIS TPL T 51 
RKK(I,J)-KK(I,J'/FLOAT(KKHAX) HISTPLT 52 
25 CONTINUE HISTPLT 53 
PRINT 125, ILATMAX,KKMAX HIS TP.L T 54 
55 PRINT 126 HISTPLI 55 
DO 26 I-I,NLAT HISTPL T 56 
26 PRINT 127, RLAT(I' HISTPLT 57 
PRINT 103, DATE .HlSTPLT .58 
PRINT 128 HlSTPLT 59 
f:0 PRINT 106, DATE HIS TPL T 60 
ICOUNT-O HISTPLT 61 
,.,--17 HISTPLT 62 
NlAT1-0 HISTPLT 63 
-+:>0. If (NlAT.LE.18' GO TO 31 tiIS.IPLI .64 
-' 65 29 ICOUNT-ICOUNT+1 HISTPlT 65 
H-M+18 HISTPLT 66 
NLATI-NLAT1+18 HISTPL T b1 
PPINT 105, (I,1-H,NLAT1' HIS TPL T 68 
DO 30 J-1,NLONG HISTPLT 69 
70 30 PRINT 135, J,(RKKCI,J),I-M,NLAT1) HlST.PlI . 7_0 
IF (NLAT-ICOUNT*18.GT.18) GO TO 29 HISTPL T 71 
M-M+18 HISTPlT 72 
31 IF (M.LT.O) M-1 HISTPLT 73 
PRINT 105, (I,I-"',NlAT' HISTPlT 74 
75 DO 32 J-1,HLONG HIS TPl T 75 
32 PRINT 135, J,(RKK(I,J',I-M,NLAT) HISTPlT 76 
XL-9. HISTPLT 77 
YL-5. HISTPLT 78 
C FOR PROPER SCALING MULTIPLY RLATCI) BY THE LENGTH Of THE Y-AXIS HISTPl T 79 
80 00 35 I-1,NlAT HlSTPLT 80 
RLAT(I)-RlAT(I)*Yl HlSTPlT 81 
35 RlATBNO(I)-(Xl/NlAT)/2.+(I-1)*XL/NLAT HISTPlT 82 
00 36 J-1,HLONG HIS TPL T 83 












SU8ROUTINE HISTPLT 74/74 OPT-l fTN 4.7+485 80/01/23. 14.0B.48 
C OX AND OY ARE X ANO Y AXES SCALE FACTORS HISTPlT 
OX-IBO./Xl HISTPlT 
OY-l./Yl HISTPlT 
C T(~~OR Y) - F~~QUENCYOF TIC_HAR~S/SCALE fACTOR, WHERE SCALE HISTPlT_ 
C FACTOR(OX OR OY) IS A CONVERSION FACTOR eETWEEN AXES UNITS HISTPLT 
C AND REAL LENGTH HlSTPlT 
TX--IO./DX HISTPLT 
TY--.I/DY HIS TPl T 
C THE INPUT PARAMETERS REQUIRED fOR- SUBROUTINE BARPlT HAVE BEEN HISTPlT -
C CALCULAT ED. HIS TPl T 
C * * * * * * * HISTPL T C PLOT HISTOGRAMS HIS TPl T 
C HISTPLT 
C DATA DISTRIBUTION PER LATITUDE ZONE HISTPLT 
CALL NFRAHE HISTPl T 
CALL AXESCO.,O., O.,XL,-QO.,DX , TX~0.,14HLATITUDE (DEG),.10,-14)HISTPLT_ 
CALL AXESCO.,O.,QO.,Yl,O.,OY,TY,O.,32HNORMAlIZEO NUMBER OF DATA POHISTPLT 
lINTS,.lO,3Z) HISTPL T 
C WBAR IS THE BAR WIDTH WHICH IS ISIZE(SEE OZSTAT PARAMETER lIST) HISTPlT 
C DEGREES WIDE. HISTPl T 
WBAR-C180./NlAT1/DX HISTPlT 
CALL BARPlT CRLATBND,RLAT,NLAT,l,l,WBAR,O) HISTPLT 
CAll NOTATE CZ.,b.OO,.15,30HNUMBER OF DATA POINTS/LAT BANO,0.,30) HISTPLT 
CAll NOTATE CZ.,5.75,.15,32HHISTOGRAM INCLUDES DATA fOR DAYS,0.,32HISTPLT 
1) HISTPlT 
CALL NOTATE CZ.,5.50,.15,DATE,0.,14) HISTPLT 
ISELECT -0 HISTPL T 
IF CISElECT.EC.O) GO TO QO HISTPlT 
C HISTPLT 
C DATA DISTRIBUTION PER GRID BLOCK HISTPLT 
on 50 r-l,NlAT HISTPLT 
DO 45 J-l,NlONG HISTPlT 
45 RK(J)-RKKCl,NLONG+l-J) HISTPLT 
C HISTPLT 
HIS-TPl T 
C NO MODIFICATIONS FOR VARIABLE BLOCK SIZE BELOW THIS POINT. HISTPLT 
C HISTPlT 
C HISTPLT 
CALL NFR AME HIS TPt T 
tALL AXES (0.,O.,O.,18.,0.,2.,TX,0.,33HlONGITUOE INDICES FOR GRID HISTPlT 
IsloCKS,.15,-33) -  HISTP(T 




















































lINTS .. 15 .. 3l' 






NOTATE (4.,11.15,~15,14HLATITUDE INDEX,0.,14' 
NOTATE (6.,11.75,.15,NAME(!"O.,10) 
NOTATE (4.,11.5,.15,32HHISTOGRAM INCLUDES DATA FOR 
CAll NOTATE (4.,11.25,.15,DATE,0.,14' 













HIS TP1. T 
HISTPLT 
HIS TPL T 
HIST~L T 
100 FORMAT (lX,*IlAT-
101 FORMAT (*1*, *THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS/LATITUDE BAND FROM SOUTH 
HISTPJ.. T 
THIS TPL T 
HISTPL T 
HlSTll_J 
10 NORTH ARE*' 
103 FORMAT (II*O*,*FOR THE TIME INTERVAL .,AI0,A4' 
104 FORMAT (*l*,*NUMBER Of DATA POINTS/GRID BLOCK.) 
105 FORMAT (*0*,8X,18(I2,5X)/) 
106 FORMAT (lX,A10,A4' 
110 FORMAT (lX,I2 .. 4X,18(I4,3X)' 





126 FORMAT (*1., .NORMALIZED NUMBER OF DATA POINTS/LATITUDE BAND.j 






128 FORMAT (*l.,*NORMAlIZED NUMBER OF DATA POINTS/GRID BLOCK*' 
135 FORMAT (lX,I2,4X,18(F5.2,lX» 
END HISTPlT 
SYMBOLIC REFERENCE MAP (R-l' 
rRY POINTS 































































































V AND A ARE THE VARIANCE 
DENSITY/LATITUDE BAND 








U AND T ARE THE LATITUDE AND OZONE DENSITY INFORMATION/DATA 
USED TO PLOT THE SCATTER DIAGRAM. 
RECORDAYARPLT 
M IS THE DIMENSION OF U AND T. 
STDfVP IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION + MEAN, PROPERLY SCALED TO PLOT 
STDEVN IS THE STANDARD DEVIATION - MEAN, PROPERLY SCALED TO PLOT 
SUBROUTINE CALPlT (X,Y,IPEN) IS LOCATED IN SECTION 1.4.3 OF 
THE GRAPHICS MANUAL 
JPEN-Z PEN DOWN 
IPEN-3 PEN UP 
IPEN LESS THAN ZE~O WILL ASSIGN x-a, Y-O AS THE LOCATION OF 
THE PEN AFTfR MOVING THE X,Y (CREATE A NEW REFERENCE POINT). 
SUBROUTINE PNTPLT (X,Y,ISYM,IS) CAN BE FOUND IN SECTION 1.4.70 
OF THE GRAPHICS MANUAL. 
SUBROUTINE PSEUDO (FN), FN - FILENAME, CAN BE FOUND IN SECTION 















































AYARPLT CALL NnTATE f2.,5.00,.15,15HSCATTER DIAGRAM,O.,IS) 
CAll NOTATE (2.,4.75,.15,3bHINCLUDES MEAN AND STANDARD 

























































CAll NOTATE (2.00,4.50,.15,42HOATA 
lEf'lENTS,0.,42) TAKEN FROM NIMBUS IV BUV HEASURAVARPLT AVARPL T 
CAll NOTATE (2.00,4.25,.15,35HTHIS DIAGRAM INCLUDeS DATA FOR OAYS,AVARPLT 
10.,35) 
CAll NOTATE (2.00,4.00,.15,D,~.,14) 
CAll AXES (0.,0.,0.,Xl,-90.,DX,TX,O.,14HLATITUDE (DEG),.10,-14) 











•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ENTRY SCAT 
PLOT SCATTER DIAGRAM - ALSO FIND MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM LATITUDES 
DO 30 I-I,M 














FIND MAXIMUM AND MINI~UM LATITUDE VALUES 
IF (U(I).GT.UMAX) UMAX-U(I) *··.··.· ..... · ......... ·.AVARPLT AVARPL T 
IF (U(I).LT.UMIN) UMIN-U(l) 
COMMENT -- FINO MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM OZONE VALUES •••••••••••••••••••••• 








IF (T(I).LT.THIN) THIN-T(I) 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• PLOT SCATTER DIAGRAM 
X- (U (l ) + 90. ) lOX 
Y- n (I )-YMIN )JOY 























































































SUR~OUTINE AVARPLT 74/74 OPT-l fTN 4.7+4B5 
C RAT IS THE SCALED DATA HATRIX FOR SPACING PLOTTED AVERAGES AND 




COMMENT FINO LATITUDE INDEXES, IHAX AND IHIN, CORRESPONDING TO 
C UHAX AND UMIN. THEN, CALCULATE AN ADJUSTED VALUE OF . 
C RATCIMAX) AND RAT(IMIN) SUCH THAT THE EXTREME MEANS WILL 
C BE PLOTTED IN THE END LATITUDE ZONES HALF-WAY BETWEEN THE 




COMMENT -- RATHAX IS THE HALF-WAY POINT FOR THE EXTREME MAXIMUM 
C LATITUDE ZONE. 






COMMENT -- RATMIN IS THE HALF-WAY POINT FOR THE EXTREME MINIMUM 
C LATITUDE ZONE. 
RATHIN-(UMIN-LMIN)/(Z •• DX) 
RAT(IHIN)-RAT(IMIN)+XS/2. 
RATCtMIN)-RAT(IHIN)+RATMIN 
C •••••••••••••••••••••• *.* •••••••••••••••• * •• 
DO 41 I-l,NLAT 
C A NOW BECOMES THE PROPERLY SCALED AVERAGE TO BE PLOTTED 
C ALONG THE Y-AXIS 
41 A(I)-(A(I)-YHINJ/DY 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••• 
C NOW PLOT MEANS AND DRAW IN CONNECTING "CURVE" 
IF (A(l).EO.-YMIN/DY) GO TO 42 
CALL PNTPLT (RATC1),AC1J,-11,2) 
42 CONTINUE . 
DO 45 I-2,IHAX 
IF (A(I-l).EO.-YHIN/DY) GO TO 43 
CALL CALPLT (~AT(I),A(I),2) 
43 CONTINUE 
., 
IF (A(I'.EO.-YMIN/DYJ GO TO 45 




































































































45 CONTINUE OCT79 
AVARPl T 
AVARPLT 
CAll CALPLT (RAT(1),A(1),3) 
DO 50 I-NLAT2,IMIN 
IF (A(1).EQ.-YMIN/DY.AND.I.EQ.NLAT2) GO TO 46 
IF (A(I).EQ.-YMIN/DY.OR.A(I-1).EQ.-YMIN/DY.AND.I.GT.NLAT2) 










IF (A(I).EQ.-YMIN/DY) GO TO 50 
CALL PNTPLT (RAT(I),A(I),-11,2) 
50 CONTINUE 
PLOT STANDARD DEVIATION 
DO 55 I-1,IMIN 
IF «(I.GT.IMAX).AND.(I.LT.NLAT2» GO TO 55 
IF (A(I).EQ.-YMI~/DY) GO TO 55 
CAll CAlPLT «RAT(I)-0.06),STDEVN(I),3) 
CALL CALPLT «RAT(1)+O.06),STDEVN(I),2) 
CALL CALPLT (RAT(I),STDEVNCI),3) 
CALL CALPLT (RAT(I),STDEVP(I),2) 
CALL CALPLT «RAT(I)-0.06),STDEVP(I),3) 















PLOT MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS AS A SEPERATE FRAME. 
CALL NFRAME 
CALL NOTATE (2.00,5.00,.15,Z7HMEAN 
CALL NOTATE (Z.OO,4.75,.15,42HDATA 
lE~ENTS,0.,4Z) 
AND STANDARD DEVIATION,0.,21) AVARPLT 
TAKEN FROM NIMBUS IV BUV MEASURAVARPLT 
AVARPLT 
CALL NOTATE (2.00,4.50,.15,35HTHIS DIAGRAM INCLUDES DATA FOR DAYS,AVARPLT 
10.,35) 
CALL NOTATE (2.00,4.Z5,.15,D,0.,14) 
CALL AXES (0.,O.,0.,Xl,-QO.,DX,TX,O.,14HLATITUDE (DEG),.lO,-14) 
CALL AXES (0.,0.,QO.,Yl,.15,DY,Ty,0.,ZOHTOTAl OZONE (ATM-CM),.10, 
120) 
CALL CALPLT (0.,YL,3) 
CALL CALPLT (XL,Yl,Z) 
CALL CALPLT (XL,O.,2) 
CALL CALPLT (0.,0.,3) 
NOW PLOT MEANS AND DRAW IN CONNECTING "CURVE" 
IF (A(l).EQ.-YMIN/DY) GO TO 556 
CALL PNTPLT (RAT(1),A(1),-Z2,2) 
CONTINUE 
DO 56 I-Z,IMAX 






































































SUBROUTINE AVARPlT 74/74 OPT-I FTN 4.7+485 80/01/Z3. 14.08.4E 
CALL CAlPlT CRATCI),ACI),Z) 
557 CONTINUE 
IF CA(I).EQ.-YHIN/DY' GO TO 56 











CALL CllPLT CRAT(1),AC1',]) 
DO 57 I-NlAT2,IMIN 
IF CA(l).EQ.-YHIN/DY.AND.I.EQ.NlATZ) GO TO 558 
IF CA(I)~EQ.-YHIN/DY.OR.A(I-1).EQ.-YMIN/DY.AND.I.GT.NLAT2) 
CAll CAlPlT (RATCI),ACI),Z) 
558 CONTINUE 
IF CA(I).EQ.-YHIN/DY) GO TO 57 
CAll PNTPlT CPATCI),ACI),-Z2,Z) 
57 CONTINUE 
PLOT STANDARD DEVIATION 
DO 58 I-1,IMIN 
If C(I.GT.I~AX).AND.(I.LT.NLAT2») GO TO 58 
If CA(!).EQ.-YHIN/DY) GO TO 56 
CAll CAlPlT (CRATCI)-0.06),STDEVNCI),3' 
CAll CALPlT (CRATCI'+0.06),STOEVN(I),Z) 
CAll CAlPlT (RATCI),STDEVNCI),3) 
CAll CAlPlT CPATCI),STDEVPCI),Z) 
CALL CALPlT CCRATCI)-0.06),STOEVPCI),3' 
CALL CALPlT (CRATCI)+0.06),STDEVPCI),Z) 
58 CONTINUE 
PRINT 110 
PRINT 115, 0 
DO 60 I-IINLAT 
60 PRINT 100, I,PATCl),ACI),VCI),STDEVPCI),STDEVNCI) 
PRINT 105, M,UHAX,UHIN 
PRINT 1Z0,TMIN,THAX 
1Z0 FORMAT ClX,.T~IN- .,E15.8,5X,*THAX- *,E15.B) 
RETURN 
100 FORMAT C.O.,.I- *,IZ,4X,*RAT- .,F6.Z,4X,.A- .,F6.2,4X,.V-
14X,.STOEVP- .,F6.2,4X,.STDEVN- .,F6.Z) 





























110 FORMAT C.l*,*X-AXIS SCALE -RAT-,AVERAGES,VARIANCES,AND STANDARD 
1VIATIONS USED IN AVARPLT*) DEAVARPLT AVARPLT 
AVARPLT 
AVARPL T 
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